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Ways to Be a Red Pill Parent
57 upvotes | October 29, 2015 | by -Lowbrow- | Link | Reddit Link

This is what I do, as a husband and dad of three boys.

I severely restrict video-game and TV time. I make them play outside. Kids need rough and
tumble physical play.
We eat together almost every single night, at the dinner table. Kids benefit from shared
routines.
Each morning, either I or my wife reads that day's chapter from the book of Proverbs. Kids
need to learn wisdom.
Each boy will have a "Rite of Passage" which I have planned. We have certain milestones
planned for age 12, 13, and so on to initiate them into manhood. Kids need help in growing
up.
They are taught to say sir and maam. Kids need to learn how to treat others respectfully.
Once or twice a month, I take one of the boys on an outing (with just me and him). Each boy
gets his turn in order, and they get to pick what we do. (Usually we go out to eat or go on a
walk. Something simple.) Kids need one-on-one time with their dad and mom.
The boys don't get an allowance. However, they often get the chance to do a small job and earn
some money. Kids need to learn the value of money.
The boys have to finish whatever they start (within reason). If they want to try a sport, they
can't just quit if they don't like it; they have to finish the season. If they do a chore, they have to
do it completely, clean up, and put the tools away, etc. Kids need to learn good character
traits.
I read to them almost every single night. We read older books usually (ex: the Little House on
the Prairie series). I read one chapter each night. Kids will be lifelong readers and value
books when you instill the habit in them through shared experiences.
I encourage and allow them to try new things. If they have an interest in something, I try to give
them the tools or materials or knowledge they need - and let them run with it. (Ex: one son
wanted to try stop-motion video, another wanted to learn soldering. I set one kid up with a
tablet and stop-motion app. The other kid got a soldering iron and electronics kit for
Christmas.) Kids need the freedom to express themselves and have new experiences.
We allow and encourage them to test their limits. Whether it's setting up camp (and trying to
sleep alone in their own tent), building a fort out of pallets and using real tools, cooking dinner
(on the stove) for the family, trying "sophisticated" new foods, going on a 2-mile hike, or any
number of things they might be trying for the first time - I want to allow them to do as much as
they can bear. Kids need to try new things and see what they can really do and what they
really like.
They all have to take one year of a martial art. They are given no choice in the matter; they
have to go at least one year. All of them stuck with it of course after the first year. Kids need to
learn discipline of body and soul. Martial arts incorporates many good things.

These are just a few things that come to mind.
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Is Your Son or Nephew Graduating from High School or
University This Year? 15 Survival Techniques He Can Use to
Survive Feminism in Britain (this applies to Americans too).
29 upvotes | February 8, 2017 | by Johnson2020 | Link | Reddit Link

15 ACTIONS MEN CAN TAKE TO PROTECT THEMSELVES AGAINST FEMINISM UNDER
THERESA MAY IN BRITAIN TODAY

RECOGNISE THAT WOMEN HAVE BECOME WEAPONISED. The world has changed.1.
Since 2010, new laws, amended laws and new application of old laws have radically widened
the definitions of domestic abuse, sexual assault, discrimination, harassment, stalking, and hate
crime to such an extent that just about anything a man does can now be classed as a crime.
Subjective interpretation is a key enabling feature. Under Home Office guidance, the police
must now accept everything a woman says, believe everything a woman says and check very
little. All female complainants are referred to as “victims.” Under the 2014 Positive Action
Policy of the police YOU WILL be arrested. Under the Zero Tolerance policies of the Home
Office and Alison Saunders at the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) YOU WILL be
prosecuted. YOU WILL be treated as guilty until proven innocent and YOU WILL have to
prove your innocence. Women have not been empowered. They have become unwittingly
weaponised by feminists to destroy men and families. They want women to hate the ones they
love. Feminists and vindictive psychos like to pull the trigger.
SHUN FEMINISTS AND VINDICTIVE PSYCHOS. Avoid feminists, whether or not they’re2.
married. A false or exaggerated claim can be made by any woman against any man and
feminists are far more likely than non-feminists to do this. Avoid women who have degrees in
gender studies, use the word “victim,” or think the solution to their problems is to report
pettiness to the police (or anyone for that matter). Assume all women are feminists until proven
to be anti-feminists. Vindictive psychos are more difficult to avoid – you never know until it’s
too late. Men have always had to deal with psychos, usually by gently walking away, but these
days they can come back with a vengeance with false claims and with the police and CPS by
their side. Try screening them out by only proceeding with dating if they sign a statutory
declaration under penalty of perjury that they have never made an allegation of rape,
harassment, stalking, domestic abuse, bullying or trolling. You can both sign one to be fair
about it. Never have sex with them if they’ve had more than two drinks – they lack legal
capacity to consent and they or their feminist friend can later accuse you of rape (but they will
still be held legally responsible if they drive drunk).
INSURE YOURSELF AGAINST FEMINIST ACCUSATIONS. If you are a man and falsely3.
accused and charged by the police or the Crown Prosecution Service you will need money to
defend yourself. Check your home insurance, which may cover legal defence. Alternatively,
keep £20,000 in a bank account as a legal defence fund. This account cannot be a joint account
and your partner must be unaware of its existence. The British justice system de-facto presumes
men are guilty until proven innocent and innocence may be expensive to prove.
PROTECT YOURSELF WITH TECHNOLOGY. Theresa May drove through the4.

https://theredarchive.com/author/Johnson2020
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Investigatory Powers Act 2016, which compels all ISPs to log every website you and your
family have visited over the past 12 months and make this information available to local police
and social workers without warrant. She claims this is to fight terrorism but she will re-purpose
it to fight men. Fight back. Encrypt all of your hard drives. Use VPNs for your internet
connection. Send messages only on encrypted platforms such as WhatsApp and iMessage.
Keep every message and email a woman has ever sent to you and record any sexual activity.
You will need this in court to prove your innocence.
STICK TOGETHER AS A FAMILY. Family breakdown in the UK is now the highest in5.
Europe thanks to state policy and the court system. You, your wife and your children are the
best defence against a male-hating, family-hating state. Be united in your defence of your
children, your property, your religion and your family values against the state’s attack on
families. Spend time with your family building love and trust with each other. Stick up for one
another.
DISTRUST POLICE AND CIVIL SERVANTS. Meet them with a wall of silence. Teach your6.
children NEVER to speak to these people without you or a solicitor present. This is especially
true for your teenage or older boys. Don’t be naïve - NHS staff and state school teachers are
now social services informants. 20% of all children in the UK under the age of five have been
reported to social services. Don’t engage in conversation – tell them the minimum information
needed to conclude whatever transaction it is you have with them. Do not cooperate with the
police, especially the Community Service Unit (the relationship police). They will lie, twist and
exaggerate to create a case against you. Video or voice record every conversation or encounter
you have with the police, social services, parking wardens, NHS staff or any other state worker.
Your iPhone is your best weapon and your best defence.
EMBRACE WOMEN WITH STRONG FATHER FIGURES AND COMMON SENSE. If you7.
are single, seek out women who admire their fathers and brothers. Find those who have
experienced real life, who have known hardship, who grew up in well-adjusted social
households with fathers and brothers. Seek women who know life is filled with ups and downs.
Do not date women who demonstrate a sense of entitlement, victimization or extreme
emotional instability. Be particularly aware of women who threaten you when jealous or make
up or exaggerate stories about other men they have dated. Reduce your risk by vetting all
women you date with a background check, searches on their social media websites such as
Facebook, questions about previous relationships and how they ended. If necessary, hire a
private detective to ensure they don’t have a record of making false or petty allegations against
previous partners.
AVOID NON-COMMITTAL NORTHERN EUROPEAN, BRITISH AND AMERICAN8.
WOMEN. Two-thirds of divorces in the US and UK are now initiated by women, not men.
Domestic violence allegations is their weapon of choice in getting custody of your children and
your money. Don’t be conned by these feminist-inspired women. Date family-orientated
women. Sign prenuptial agreements with a view to keeping your wife honest through sickness
and in health, but be aware that British courts are not currently legally bound by these
agreements.
MINIMISE YOUR TAXES. 75% of income tax in the UK is paid by men. This is in addition to9.
spousal support and child support payments paid by men, many of whom are blocked by state
bodies such as CAFCASS or the family courts from seeing their children. Taxes paid by men

https://theredarchive.com/
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are then used against them by a feminist-controlled state to fund its war against men and
families. Tax is theft. Practice legal tax avoidance and stop funding the state’s war on men.
STAY OUT OF THE SYSTEM. State schools are failing boys. Boys now make up only 40%10.
of university students. The heavily feminised state education system is hostile to boys and
teaches feminism and political correctness, not critical thinking. Normal boy behaviour is no
longer tolerated and is often classed as ADHD. So is Dad Deficit Disorder. Ritalin and
Concerta prescriptions for boys are at an all-time high. Send your children to private school if
you can.
DITCH YOUR TV LICENSE AND STOP FUNDING THE BBC. Broadcast television media,11.
most notably the BBC, have become rabidly anti-male. Men are depicted as bumbling idiots
and worse. There are almost no male news presenters anymore. Witness Women’s Hour
(Women Sour) on BBC radio. Declare you do not watch live TV and stop paying your TV
Licence. You can still stream Netflix and watch DVDs. Your mental health will improve
tenfold.
BE RESILIENT. Suicide is now the leading cause of death of males aged between 15-49 in the12.
UK. Men are killing themselves at a rate more than three times higher than women. When a
man loses his children, his family and his rights in a system stacked against him it is easy to
lose all hope. Be resilient.
BE GREAT AT WHAT YOU DO. Don’t let the feminists drag you down. Be great at your13.
sport, your business, your intellectual pursuits, or whatever it is you choose to do. Men have a
unique ability to compartmentalise and focus without distraction on achieving success. Don’t
let feminists stop you.
STAY HUMAN. Don’t turn into a politically-correct male automaton. Don’t shut down your14.
emotions, your masculinity or your sex drive. Simply find safe locations and trusted friends to
express your humanity. Exercise every day. Men especially need it. Feel the testosterone and
endorphins. Be physically alive.
FIGHT BACK AND DEFEND YOUR RIGHTS. Most men in the UK are unaware of how15.
their rights have been assaulted by the state’s actions and changed over the past years. Get
informed and stay informed. Know your rights under the European Convention on Human
Rights. Exercise and stand up for your rights and family values. Recognise the laws are wrong,
Police and CPS application of the law is wrong and the justice system has become politicised.
Engage in non-violent civil disobedience. Rational debate and free speech no longer exist. Be
prepared to risk getting arrested.
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PhantomDream09 recalls her father. One of the best
illustrations of a RP father figure. This is how you raise a
daughter.
25 upvotes | July 30, 2014 | by We_Are_Legion | Link | Reddit Link

Taken from:
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1qdvio/how_to_raise_daughters_after_learning_the_
ugly/cdbumct
Text(quoted as is):

As a daughter, I realize now how important my father's actions and behaviors were in
influencing my development. He was always available to listen and advise me when I had a
problem. When I was upset, he would listen to me, but he wanted the facts of the situation -
my emotional state was secondary. He would always tell me to take deep breaths, calm
down and think. His voice was calm and he relied on logic to help me navigate through my
problems. He never emphasized material possessions - and from a very young age, my
parents made it clear that I could not get anything through pouting or throwing a fit. They
did not spoil me, and they had a lot of rules, but not to the point of insanity. I wasn't allowed
to wear spaghetti strap shirts, or show my stomach. My clothing was modest and modern.

My dad kept me busy. I played four sports until high school. Two my freshman year, and
then focused on one. I played for club teams. I had a curfew, and school was important.

My father cannot be manipulated, and I can only remember one time in my entire life when
I saw him angry and heard him yell. It was terrifying. He never had to raise his voice to let
people know he was displeased or disappointed. To this day, the thought of letting him
down is one of my greatest fears. I want him to be proud of me.

Be a good man, teach your daughter to think and use logic. Push her to be better, get her
involved in activities. Whether it's sports, debate club, theater, or volunteer work. Teach her
that it's important to be able to work alongside other people, even if you don't always agree
with or like them. Athletics taught me so many lessons, most of which I didn't start to
appreciate or recognize until college.

Teach her to be responsible with money. I had to work for my allowance, my parents didn't
buy me a car or anything frivolous and expensive. I had to earn the things I wanted. I am the
youngest child, and I grew up with hand-me-down everything, and I am so thankful for that.
My parents always wanted to know where I would be, what friends I would be with, their
numbers, and an adult always had to be around if I was at a house. I wasn't given free reign
to wander around and do whatever I wanted.

We ate meals together most nights. My dad was involved in my sports. He wasn't a crazy
spectator. When I was young, he coached two of my sports teams (different sports). He
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asked my if I enjoyed what I was doing. When I wanted to quit one sport my freshman year
of high school, he told me that I had to finish out the season, and then tell my coach that I
wouldn't be returning the next year. If I started something, I had to see it through.

My father loves to build things, and he had me help him from a very young age. I learned to
hammer, saw, measure, cut, and use power tools. He remolded our old house, and whenever
I was home, I was expected to help. I enjoyed working with him, even though it was hard.

My father has a way of turning any conversation into a lesson, and I have never stopped
learning from him. He values family and has taught me that I have a responsibility to my
relatives, regardless of where they live or when I last saw them.

Be a good man. Be firm and loving, and your children will be just fine. Don't worry about
force feeding them specific ideas, talk with them, debate in a calm manner. Teach critical
thinking and set a good example.

All the best to you.

Edit: Thank you for the kind gift of reddit gold! I really appreciate it, and I'm glad I can be
a (somewhat) competent contributer. :0)

A while back I promised if there was ever a RP dedicated section for parenting or fatherhood, I'd
remember to have it put there. Well, here it is.
This one was a bit inspiring to me at the time, when I was first having a change in priorities in this
direction. And reading it again, it kind of still is. And while I'm personally not quite ready to pull
back from my career into parenting just yet, I hoped it might inspire someone else wondering about
what a consciously positive identity as a father figure could look like.
As with any good parenting advice, adapt it in your own way, and according to your child's needs.
This should just get you thinking.
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My thoughts on being a red pill aware father
23 upvotes | July 28, 2017 | by 88Will88 | Link | Reddit Link

With the release of Rollo's new book I thought it might be a good time to post very briefly some of
my thoughts on Red Pill Parenting. In the past I have maintained that The Red Pill and parenting
simply do not mix and I still hold that position. However this is a very different thing from being a
red pill aware parent. TRP is sexual strategy and apart from Rollo's book and The Manipulated Man
there is nothing to learn on the sidebar about how to be a parent using red pill concepts. When one is
aware of the gynocentric nature of society, the submissive role expected of men, open hypergamy
being encouraged at a societal level and the lies of gender equality, there is much you need to know
on how to be a red pill aware parent. So for a technical and thorough review of this, read Rollo's new
book, it is a great read and breaks things down in Rollo's trademark analytical style. The following
points are just a few of my thoughts on being a red pill aware parent (I have two kids, one of each
gender, I have had dominant custody of both my girl and boy since they were younger than 5).
RULE 1: Let nature be your guide. It is really very easy and I will probably be criticised for
oversimplification but this is just the plain truth. If you let nature be your guide, and not society then
you are more than half way home. For example, my daughter as a toddler liked: pink, princesses, soft
toys, animals, games where you make the toys talk, shows about princesses and cute animals. My boy
liked: dinosaurs, super heroes, robots, guns, swords, fighting and games that involved hitting,
wrestling and aggression. I simply went with the flow. I bought them the toys they wanted, wrestled
with my boy, played talking games with my daughters toys, let them watch a limited amount of the
movies/ TV they liked (although be careful with modern stuff, it teaches them wrong, I stuck with
older shows and avoided too much Disney and mainstream movies. Hayao Miyazaki is much better
than American trash) and played the games they wanted to play. Basically your kids will show you
the way, do not tell them what to watch or do, boys will be boys and girls will be girls if you just let
them (and do not let your wife inhibit their natural behaviours).
RULE 2: Be a man. As Rollo has spelled out in his book, a strong masculine frame is crucial for a
happy family. If you are not leading and providing then you are just asking for your wife to take the
lead. You need to be in charge and running the show. Your kids need to see you going to the gym,
exercising or playing sport. You need to choose their activities outside of school and do your best to
be the one who takes them there. They need to see how you treat a woman, the way your SO looks to
you for guidance, support and to calm her emotions. They need to watch the way a man behaves
socially, at home and in your spare time. It goes without saying that you should spend as much time
as possible with them.
RULE 3: Reinforce traditional gender roles. For me this does not mean that I expect my daughter to
be servile and domestic. It does mean that I tell both of my kids that they should ignore what they are
told in school when it comes to gender education. I teach them that there is nothing wrong with boys
liking different things from girls. I teach them that our minds are as different as our bodies and this is
natures way. I tell them to be comfortable with their identity and to enjoy their own choices. When
my daughter is old enough I will have that chat with her to explain that men do not like women who
sleep around a lot and if she wants a high quality man to love her completely then she needs to be
very careful with her choices. I will encourage her to reject the advice of society and her peer group
to drink, party and sleep around like a man. I will explain to her that women with high n-counts lose
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their ability to pair bond and are far more likely to end up divorced. For my son, I will teach him the
real nature of women and do my best to ensure he does not have a beta conception of love and
relationships. It is entirely natural for a late teens boy to want to sleep around, I will try and explain
the pitfalls and advantages of those choices. I will encourage him to choose a girl with a low n-count
as a partner if he wants an LTR.
This is a huge topic so I will leave it at that for now.
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Are there any Redpill books to pass along to my daughter, as
sons have Rollo.
21 upvotes | May 12, 2019 | by Pinkmistiscool | Link | Reddit Link

The Rational Male is one of the most important books I've ever read in my 39 years. I'm prior
military and divorced a couple times (before finding the red pill) with a pretty 15 yr old who plays ice
hockey at a high level. She's got a "boyfriend" now and some orbiters and I'm finding it difficult to
find the right resources to pass on to her as I would obviously have a son read Rollo. I've given her
the 48 laws of power and am querying you about any Rollo equivalent books designed to bring
daughters into the redpill. All advice and suggestions is/are appreciated.
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Daughter being touched, I'm being gaslighted
21 upvotes | August 30, 2019 | by LunarTears0 | Link | Reddit Link

I was blue pill, white knight. She needed rescuing, I saved her. She saw how fast I connected with her
daughter, "forgot her pill" and "accidentally took our condom out of the garbage into the bathroom
with her after I passed out"... same old story (flush your condoms).
She always came out as bi, but when I left her she came out as... no gender? (claims to be bi, but
claims no gender, so... is she an alien?...). 3 years together proved that she was straight and curious...
she's riding a trend. Anyways, A few cameras and recordings won me 50% custody. Her on camera
throwing her 2 year old across the room by the hair of her head for standing in front of the TV while
she was fighting a boss in her videogame got me, "She will try not to do that again again" by CPS,
and "Sometimes being a mom is hard" from the female judge who watched it.
She has taken them to pride events. So my 9 year old daughter is seeing full grown men in rainbow,
assless chaps waving his junk in her face and of course she's asking, "wtf is that?". My ex has created
a commune. There are 3 or 4 men, all identifying as bi, and at least 3 women, bi, and their children,
all living in MY HOUSE, a 3 bedroom. The children have been cramped into one room. My 9 year
old has been sharing a bed with an 8 year old boy, and.. well, you can imagine what started to
happen.
THAT IS PART FUCKING ONE
My 9 year old had requested a break from her sister, which was strange, never once happening
before, so I took my 4 year old alone. She told me, as we went to the park, that she was strong at
opening doors and getting stronger (I push my kids to do shit on their own, I have a heavy door).
When I congratulated her, she told me that "I'm getting strong because "8 year old name" hit me right
here, with his balls and penis." and motioned towards her crotch.
Called the ex immediately, got a SOB story. It was all played down when we met to talk about it
together. My 4 year old thought she was in trouble. When mom showed up, lips went shut, and she
wouldn't touch it. Then mom told me that our eldest (9) had been fooling around with her friends kid
because they shared a bed. "this is normal, all 9 year olds do this",she said.
I was furious. This had been going on FOR WEEKS. I called CPS: " This is normal behavior and you
should only intervene when and if one of the children become uncomfortable..."....She then told me to
"Use google to re-educate" myself.And they all refused to go on about my 4 year old mentioning
names and parts.
I am livid. Weeks later, I know I'm not wrong. My girls won't open up to me. I slightly pressed my
eldest and hit a brick wall when she said "Mom said I can't", and she looked down, scared, which
SHE NEVER FUCKING DOES EVEN WHEN I"M BEING STRICT.
I had control until this. The law is on her side, and my girls are terrified to talk to me!!!! She just
dyed their hair against their will. They showed up a week before school with purple and green hair
and asked if I could get it out.
WTF do I do?
Wtf even happened? 20 years ago these psychos would have had their children put where they
belong.
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Controversial: Teach Your Sons About the Dangers of Porn
20 upvotes | May 19, 2017 | by photopromoto | Link | Reddit Link

This is a controversial subject for obvious reasons... Most parents completely neglect it, because it
may be embarrasing.
If you don't know the dangers of masturbation and pornography you should read about it. Teach them
young to avoid these things and you will avoid MASSIVE issues.
Below are two good articles on the subjects of both porn and masturbation. However, you can find
unlimited material on these issues online.
Porn: https://intelhuxley.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/ban-porn-the-destroyer-of-men/ Masturbation:
https://intelhuxley.wordpress.com/2017/04/29/masturbation-destroys-male-vitality-youve-been-lied-t
o/
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I want to create a parenting manual for those who have
teenagers sons or daugters, would you parents be interested in
this kind of material?
20 upvotes | March 10, 2020 | by guebesa | Link | Reddit Link

/r/RedPillParenting/comments/fg5oiz/i_want_to_create_a_parenting_manual_for_those_who/
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Modern Day Agoge: A man’s path to raising a masculine son in
a feminized society
19 upvotes | September 7, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Read the entire article @ TheFamilyAlpha:
https://thefamilyalpha.com/2016/09/06/modern-day-agoge-a-mans-path-to-raising-a-masculine-son-i
n-a-feminized-society/
I’ve always been a fan of historical warriors – then the movie 300 came out and it planted the seed in
my mind that someday I would have to raise the next warrior.
The movie came out in 2006. I had just graduated boot camp, and I felt like I could single handedly
take on the world. I had finished my Rite of Passage into manhood and was now on my own, in the
best shape of my life, and fucking motivated as all hell. I was radiating limitless energy &
confidence; basically I was like every other masculine 19 year old that just entered the military.
I distinctly remember watching the movie in A school and discussing with a friend the scene where
the boys enter Agoge. I told them that at the age of 7, my son would begin his Rite of Passage.
Fast Forward 3 years - The little man turned 7 last week and it has begun.
I Color Coded the days to make it easy
The calendar we have (you can see on the blog) is color coordinated (with some help from his 4yo
sister) to show what days we are training each topics.
I do not homeschool my kid, yet I educate him enough that it may as well be considered
homeschooling.
I feel that as a parent it is your responsibility to foster the mental and physical growth of your child,
because it is your child. Teachers are on a budget, limited to a certain amount of time/curriculum, and
they teach a class that is geared towards the female student population.
Nobody is going to invest more time or energy into my kids than me. While the teacher educates
them on how to pass a test, I will educate them on how to learn, how to improve their thinking, and
educate them on topics that will help with life and not just a test.
Because of this I have broken down his education to:
Philosophy
Teaching him to actually think and not just memorize. To question the fundamentals of life and get to
the why he is doing what he does.
Boys need to expand their mind, have those deep discussions and ponderings. I used to think that
philosophers were pussies who stayed in the city while real warriors went out to fight. This shitty
preconceived notion came from the fact that my dad never taught me a thing about philosophy or the
badass philosophers whose were written down and passed on through the ages.
I missed out on Socrates, Aristotle, Plato, Seneca, Descartes, Locke, and Epictetus plus many more
until I was 28 – my son will not have to wait so long.
Art
Getting the boyo to appreciate the beauty of reading, writing, painting, woodworking, cooking, etc.
My wife will be involved with this as she has a very artistic personality. The kid needs to recognize
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that he does not have to rely on ‘mommy’ to make him a fancy meal as he ages.
He will not rely on getting a girlfriend in order to eat a quality meal at home. Too few men are
capable in the kitchen. My wife loves to cook and does it 90% of them time, but we both know that if
I wanted to, I could also cook my ass off.
Even if it is as simple as watching some YouTube videos on how Da Vinci was both artist as well as
inventor and showing him that the arts can be as masculine endeavor as the rest of them.
Read the rest @ TheFamilyAlpha:
https://thefamilyalpha.com/2016/09/06/modern-day-agoge-a-mans-path-to-raising-a-masculine-son-i
n-a-feminized-society/
-Hunter
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Solipsism in teenage boys.
19 upvotes | June 9, 2017 | by KeisterMagister | Link | Reddit Link

I was helping prepare a 16 year old boy for an interview at a smoothie bar franchise, and told him to
tuck in his shirt, as the employees would have tucked in shirts, and he should aim to reflect other
people that were hired there. He however was convinced this sort of thing doesn't matter. My analysis
of his response was: it does not matter to him if the shirt is not tucked in, therefore it will not matter
to the hiring manager. This is what TRP jargon refers to as solipsism.
After realizing this was driven by solipsism, other decisions of his made more sense through the same
reasoning. Thinking of myself at that age, I had similar thoughts, but I don't remember to what extent.
I think it's natural for children to begin in a state of solipsism and then grow out of it. What I am
unsure about is when a boy should begin overcoming this sort of thinking, and how affected he
should be by it at this age.
Does anyone with teenagers have experience with boys growing out of solipsism?
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My 15 year old brother wants to keep his facial hair.
18 upvotes | September 6, 2017 | by AlphaGrad | Link | Reddit Link

His class teacher wants him to shave off his beard and mustache. She says that it makes him look
shabby. The guy in this image has the same amount of facial hair as my brother except my bro's is
more dense. There's only one other guy with noticeable facial hair in his class.
How do you propose I tackle this bullshit?
I asked my brother if he wants to shave it off and he does not. His teacher has told him to get it
trimmed (read as 5 o'clock stubble) otherwise she would bead his beard and/or cut it off herself. I feel
that my brother wears it as a crown of his budding masculinity and the cunt teachers want him to look
as an androgynous pussy; they're probably jealous of my handsome brother.
Needless to say, I won't tolerate it. My mother who lives in another town supports this misandry too
and wants him to shave his face.
I am tempted to take a sword to his school to persuade the cunt. But, I'd choose to talk to the cunt
face-to-face and demand that all girls in the class shave their legs and hands first since my bro finds it
repulsive.
Any helpful advice is appreciated. Thank you.
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Raising a daughter
18 upvotes | October 18, 2017 | by LeftAndRed | Link | Reddit Link

Before I became aware of the RP, I had a pretty set plan for raising my daughter: I was going to raise
her like I’d raise a son. No different. If she got complimented on her looks, I’d explain that looks
don’t really matter it’s what you do that matters.
But since the pill, I’ve begun to compliment her looks and allowed her to pick just girly things.
Before I would never have done that as a BPer! I didn’t want society telling her she had to just be
pretty! I wanted her to be an empowered woman, ready to push back against the patriarchy!
Imagine the shock when I found out the patriarchy didn’t exist!
Now, I still wrestle with her and want her to be physical because... you know, I’m a dad and that’s
how we interact with children generally. But if it’s her birthday, buy her some girly barbies. Paint her
nails, let her hair grow out. It’s not my job to raise some feminist firebrand, it’s my job to encourage
her to express her inner little girl no matter how much the feminists try to shame her or me.
I still haven’t figured out how to help her avoid feminism’s “empowering” CC, but for now it’s
enough to let little girls enjoy being pretty without needing give a BP lecture demeaning the
importance of beauty. There’s no reason why being pretty means she won’t also be effective. In fact,
being pretty is just one thing in the basket of important things she will do. Don’t complicate a
compliment on her cuteness by giving lessons that will only confuse or shame her.
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How to help boys to be more confident ?
18 upvotes | August 21, 2021 | by nemo_land | Link | Reddit Link

Hi all,
This article will probably be ongoing as I got more ideas along the way. Basically, I will present
some ideas I have personally tested to raise boys to be more confident.
First, as an introduction, my boys are 6 and 8 years old. They are introverts like me. I believe that it
takes a village to raise children. Kids can learn from teachers, trainers, grandparents, neighbors, and
so on.
Less words and more actions. I believe kids should have more social experience (safely) and fewer
lectures from parents. When they do have a problem (conflict or such) then you provide some
guidance. It is a natural process.

-Avoid tablets, video games, tv but prefer giving them comics, books, board games. If they do not
play video games they will be more interested to go outside and meet other kids.
Social ( probably the most important)
- Sign your boys to team sports or martial arts
My older son does twice a week a team sport and he is quite good at it. Any sport you are moderately
good at can bring confidence. My younger son does once a week, for now, a martial sport. This is a
matter of personal kid's taste of course.
- From an early age push them to be social ( go to parks where they can meet kids, push them to meet
kids in your own neighborhood, holidays, etc...)
I have noticed that my boys approach new kids more easily by applying this method.
- Slowly let your kids go on their own with friends from your neighborhood. I have to be honest this
is kind of scary at first to let them go on their own. You have to teach them how to recognize danger
first. For me, it was difficult at first because bigger kids were annoying little ones in my own
neighborhood. My younger son got pushed on the ground once by a bigger one. This is life. This is
experience. This is a trial and error process and you have to feel your kids are mature enough to let
them play with kids on the street.
Be careful that they don't become a target for a bully. Stop letting them go out often if a bully
regularly attack them because it can be damaging for confidence. You can monitor at first and be
present with them when meeting other kids before letting them go on their own for a small amount of
time.
I noticed that confident boys are often outside on their own. They probably feel like they are the boss
or something. They are not scared of anybody and girls seem to like them of course.
Teaching
- Teach your kids an eye for an eye mentality.
Why? It is bully prevention. To my mind, it is very important. You can even do some kind of role-
play where you pretend to be a bully and tell your kid to react.
- Wrestling
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Many studies have shown that boys gain more confidence from wrestling with their fathers.
-Girl /Boy difference
From time to time sons will tell me some behavior of girls that boys do not. Then I tell them slowly
about the need for an adult man to be strong and women don't need as much. That is why girls report
to teachers, they need protection. Boys and adult men need to protect themself and others.
I also do tell them few red pill concepts when the time is right like "focus on your own goals". But I
don't do it often.
- Teach skills such as fixing stuff. My boys love to pretend they are fixing stuff around the house.
- Help kids to do their homework
- Read stories at night
Obviously, the main idea is to be a role model for your child. As a father, you should eat well, do
body lifting, be a masculine man. Why not bring kids to your personal hobbies or work from time to
time. Show them you are a confident man in this world is good too of course.
Any other field-tested ideas?
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Some girls have penises, some boys have vaginas?
17 upvotes | January 19, 2017 | by 0verpriced | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.northcrane.com/2017/01/12/anonymous-american-donor-funds-some-girls-have-penises-s
ome-boys-vaginas-poster-campaign/
I always considered myself non-judgemental of adults making these self proclaimations, but I think
this is planting seeds in kids heads and ENCOURAGING them to be different so the parents can say
"look at my unique snowflake".
I will be steering my child clear of this shit.
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Masculine & Feminine Discipline.
17 upvotes | July 22, 2019 | by poleywoleywoley | Link | Reddit Link

This this has been something on my mind since I first came across this redpill theory. Its been a really
interesting lesson for me.
My Mum was the disciplinarian in my family growing up. My Dad was brought in when things were
really bad to use his bloody loud booming Dad voice that made the walls and ceiling rattle and to
occasionally smack my naughty little ass. Otherwise Mum’s anger, tears, stonewalling and emotional
manipulation of my Father and Brother would bring me back in line. I grew up feeling very far
removed from her and never good enough. We do have a good relationship now and have long since
worked out our dynamic but it was my Dad I respected. His expectations I would try to meet.
Because that actually seemed possible. Even when I was rebellious, full of attitude and outwardly
defiant, I always sensed my Dad enjoyed his little firecracker. Loved my 'bad' as much as my 'good'
He was never phased by my Mum or I. Always just a stoic rock of calm and reason, until extreme
provocation made him lose his temper. Only ever in a short burst and never aggressive, just
authoritative. He’d give you a piece of his mind and move on. My Mum, in contrast would shut you
out for days.
I’ve tried to be very different to my Mum most of my life and nowhere more so that in my
Mothering. I don’t want my kids to be scared of me. To hide things from me. To feel my love can
never be secured. I want to be the safe place, the confidante, the place where you will always find
love and comfort, no matter what kind of a mess you have made. This has resulted in me being a bit
of a pushover.
Much of our child rearing has been my Husband attempting to discipline the children strongly and
firmly. Even shouting sometimes in that voice he has that is just like the one my Dad has. The Dad
voice. I’ve hated it coming from him. We’ve had so many arguments as I try and persuade him not to
shout at the kids. Not to tell them not to cry and suck it up. To let them express their feelings. Its
really pissed him off at times. I’m a soft-ass and he’s a hard-ass. (Interestingly completely opposite in
parenting to how we generally are in life!)
So since starting my exploration of redpill theory I’ve been trying to step back. Let him do his thing.
Its not been easy and we’ve fallen out when I’ve not been able to keep my mouth shut. Its been a
battle against my nature but each time I’ve acquiesced and he’s continued, I’ve started to notice
myself feeling very very differently.
Without me undermining his efforts to discipline them, he’s able to go all the way. I’ve heard him
split my bickering children up and individually give them a bloody good no holds barred piece of his
mind. They’ve cried and bawled. They’ve protested the other siblings guilt. They’ve proclaimed him
horrible and unfair. He’s been unmoved. Left to finish the job without interference, he is fucking
masterful.
They go from excuses to backchat to grovelling to acceptance and attempting to win his approval
back. The snivelling stops. They suck it up and apologise. My Son in particular (who has always been
an easy child) is showing some really masculine behaviours now and crying a lot less when he
doesn’t get his way. My Daughter is going to take a bit longer as she is a force of nature that wants
everything her way and will do anything to get it. And she needs a much more feminine role model
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than me so I’m working on it!!
Leaving him to do it his way is improving the situation for all of us. The awful part of day I hate,
(supper, shower, teeth & bicker) he’s taken over and it’s becoming far less painful. (Probably cos I'm
not there nagging everyone tbh) He allows me to be the safe place and the comforter, (the role I want)
And he amazes me (I don’t know I’m why I’m amazed, he’s always been very emotionally
intelligent) with how he moves them along with his own narrative. Anger, disappointment,
acceptance of them, acceptance of apologies, strategies to manage future issues, bringing them
together afterwards. He doesn't just react and blow his top. He's got a strategy and he knows where
he's taking them. He’s the fucking puppet master! He knows what he's doing. Why did I never see
that?
And do you know what else? Its sexy A.F. It really is. I’ve actually stood in the kitchen looking at
him in the dining room, giving my daughter the discipline she NEEDS! He had her, (like he has me
sometimes in an argument) cornered and unable to do anything but accept what he was saying. He
put up his ‘nuh-uh-uh’ wall and she just bounced of it. Just wearing herself out. Caught his eye and
got my tits out for him, starting rubbing them and tweaking my nips. That’s what it does to me!
Shook his head, rolled his eyes at me and turned away. He rolled HIS eyes at ME!! (he hates me
rolling my eyes at him almost as much as he hates being interrupted) Quite a turn on.
I welcome any advice from anyone on how to provide positive female discipline as I'm really starting
from nothing. Also any tips on how to make my daughter less like me!
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Why Sexual Morality May be Far More Important than You
Ever Thought
17 upvotes | December 5, 2019 | by Rugby11 | Link | Reddit Link

Why Sexual Morality May be Far More Important than You Ever Thought

76 points•8 comments•submitted 5 months ago by Positron311 to r/Maps_of_Meaning
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Having a kid soon. Any of you experienced with picking a
school? Is montessori bulshit?
16 upvotes | December 29, 2015 | by zopiro | Link | Reddit Link

Kid's coming in 7 months.
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Need help with daughter! (throwaway)
15 upvotes | November 6, 2019 | by stellalora | Link | Reddit Link

Sorry for the throwaway but I need some help and hubby and I don't know what to do.
We have a 15-year-old daughter who has become a completely different person lately and I'm
worried about her future. She has quit dance lessons which she has done for a decade, is avoiding her
father and I, is constantly fighting with her sister who she shares a room with, has started acting like
she's hiding things, and is always on edge. She recently cut her hair without permission (shaved one
side of her head while staying at a friend's house). She has hair that goes about halfway down her
back so you can imagine how angry we were when she came home with about half of it missing.
She's since been grounded, which she is not handling well because she's been very mouthy recently
too and it's affecting her sister, and has been banned from seeing that friend (for that and other
reasons we'll get to in a minute).
We also think she's tried pot but we don't have any proof aside from one sweatshirt she wore home
that smelled like she had at least been around it - a HUGE no-no in our house. We are a substance
free family.
The main reason I'm worried is because of her friend, who I'll just call Anna for the sake of the post.
My daughter and Anna have been friends since they met in fifth grade. I don't care for Anna's family
(single, hippy-dippy mother, absentee dad, older brother who dropped out of college) but Anna had
always been a smart, polite, academically focused girl. Despite her family, she has been a fantastic
friend for our daughter and that's why we allow the two to hang out together, though we prefer to
have Anna over to our house. The girls have gotten each other into mischief before, but nothing like
this. Anna has had short hair for a few years now, but we never allowed our daughter to cut hers in
case she ended up hating it. Cutting it without permission was the first thing the girls had done that
was VERY against the rules.
But the biggest thing I'm worried about is what I found on my daughter's phone when she turned it in
to my husband and I upon being grounded. She didn't want to give it up, trying to keep us away, but
we got it from her and had her unlock it before sending her upstairs. Because of how she's been
acting lately, my husband and I agreed to look through her phone.
Now, normally we don't do this. We respect our children's right to have personal space, especially
because my husband comes from a toxic, suffocating family. When we had children we agreed to not
rifle through our kid's things without reason but given our daughter's behavior, we agreed it was a
good idea to see if we could figure out if something was wrong since she won't talk to either of us.
We were worried someone was hurting her or maybe she had gotten into drinking or drugs. It's so
much more complicated than that.
Anna and my daughter are "dating". They have texts going back as far as I can scroll (a few months,
but it looks like this has been going on for a long time - possibly more than a year). My daughter and
Anna have been spending hours talking about moving away together after high school, about my
daughter going to Smith for college (which is many states away from where we live), and how
ANNA'S MOTHER KNOWS but my daughter didn't want to tell us.
I feel so hurt. I don't know what to do. I want my daughter to have what I have - a family. I don't
want her to be alone and I'm sick that she didn't tell me. She's never seemed interested in women or
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anyone so I don't understand why she wants to be with Anna. Could she be confused? Was I not a
strong enough role model? Help!!
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Parents who didn't want to have kids - are you happy now?
15 upvotes | April 18, 2020 | by MorningBreeze91 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi! I have a problem and I need a straightforward advice. I have a question for all the parents who
didn't want to have kids and now have them - has life changed for better or for worse? Is it worth
having kids? And for all the parents who always wanted to have kids and now regret having them.
WHY do you regret it or WHY are you happy? Be honest, please.
Me (f28) and my partner (m29) have been together for almost 10 years. Recently we've been having
more and more fights about having kids - he doesn't want them and I do. I know you think it's stupid
to discuss kids after 10 years of being together. A quick backstory is that when we were dating for
about two years, he said to me that he wanted to have a baby with me someday. Over the years he
was becoming more and more red pill, saw the negative sides of having kids and told me a few years
ago that he doesn't want to have kids (and I get that, there are a lot of bad sides of parenting). The
problem is that we love each other so much. We are soulmates. But we know whether we have or we
don't have kids, one of us will probably be unhappy. But if I leave him, I know I'll be miserable
becuse I love him so much. I also think there is a LOW chance that I meet some other guy who I will
love as much as my partner now and who will want to have kids. Me and my partner really get along.
I know if I end up leaving him I'll just be miserable.
So I am obviously wondering if we ever end up having kids afterall, how much chance there is for
him to be happy. (I'm not intending to get pregnant "by accident" because that means I'll be
intentionally ruining his life.)
So ... what's your story? Thanks!
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The Parental Effect
14 upvotes | June 27, 2014 | by RedPope | Link | Reddit Link

I posted the below in reply to a random comment in the main TRP forum. I think it fits well here:

On the TRP sidebar, there's a great documentary series titled "Gender Studies is Nonsense" (under
Getting Started section). The host travels the world, interviewing scientists and examining their
methods.
Part 1: The Gender Equality Paradox absolutely and completely destroys gender studies. Rips them to
shreds. It is brilliant, amusing, entertaining, and the reason the series is sidebarred. Required viewing
for all TRP subscribers!
Part 2: The Parental Effect is equally fascinating, and is directly relevant to this discussion. It looks at
the effect of parenting vs environment. I suggest everyone watch it, but in a nutshell: intelligence is
hereditary. You can't develop intelligence.

Smart couple adopts a dumb couple's newborn? Dumb child.
Dumb couple adopts a smart couple's newborn? Smart child.

No matter how hard you try, you can't beat biology.
Now, later (and more important) life factors -- such as personality, happiness, drive, etc -- are not
based solely on intelligence or genetics. Those are environmentally and socially influenced. But,
again, science shows that "good parenting" isn't directly responsible. The primary factor is the quality
of the child's peer groups. A kid's friends are far more influential than their parents!
Want smart and successful kids?

Be born intelligent.1.
Breed with someone intelligent.2.
Find a good neighborhood/school where your kids have top quality peers.3.

Everything else is outside your control.
The unwritten rule, of course, is to have enough money to afford such a lifestyle. I refer you to the
post from earlier this week: The American Dream Is Every Man’s Nightmare.
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Non Violent Communication FTW in parenting
14 upvotes | March 4, 2015 | by kevkos | Link | Reddit Link

This book has changed my life in how I deal with people, including kids:
Non Violent Communication by Marshall Rosenberg
It's a quick read and he gives many examples. It has led to me having far more empathy to those
around me. Kids NEED empathy more than anyone. This way of communicating get help you get to
understand their needs, and WHY they may behave one way or another, instead of using the
"punishment and reward" system that most of us grew up with (and has led to a host of problems
including the issues outlined in TRP).
Good luck!
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What do you guys think of Stefan Molyneux's Peaceful
Parenting?
13 upvotes | April 21, 2016 | by RedOkra | Link | Reddit Link

Link.
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The Girl Scouts
13 upvotes | May 8, 2017 | by eagle_267 | Link | Reddit Link

My daughter is 10 years old my wife and I are very fortunate to be able to home school her from the
beginning. We also limit screen time and she participates in ballet and this year she's playing
volleyball and tennis. We are always on the look out for character building extra circular activities
and shes been doing girl scouts since she was about 6. Looking at the program they seem to have
watered down big time and have changed the emphases away from acquiring skills and developing
talent to ra ra feminism light. I assumed it was about about character development kind of a mirror
program to boy scouts but its now training future social justice warriors.
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Even HINT at the role of the mother not being all powerful and
prepare for a shit storm
13 upvotes | June 18, 2014 | by jetboat_sorrydad | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1SZEIytgSA
To be expected on The View but good on Terry for holding to his point.
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Single dad with daughter
13 upvotes | December 14, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Pregnant GF dumped me
12 upvotes | April 21, 2017 | by Hyper_Sonik | Link | Reddit Link

Hey everyone. I could use some advice. I'm going to be a father and she's sick everyday. She got
triggered over nothing and 2 months ago broke up with me. It's not uncommon for pregnant women
to push their men away. One of the first results when I type in google "pregnant girlfriend " it
suggests "dumped me" "hates me" etc. So I tried to go with the flow but got a bit emotional. Asked
her to work it out, asked her why she's acting like that etc. When one of her responses was "stop
talking about us" "there is no us" "only message me about the baby" That's when I gave up and just
stopped talking to her altogether. It's been hard. I always pictured being a happy couple, buying
things for the baby, going to doctors appointments etc. After 2 months she messaged me the other day
accusing me of ignoring her. Asking if I even care , do I want to be a father? So I said if we're not
together then I'm not going to be involved in any way. I said message me if you change your mind.
Some people say its the hormones and I can understand she is thinking about the baby. So I am
pulling my shit together. I have an appointment with a lawyer next week to form a "just in case"
battle plan. I'm wondering, should I give her the attention? Check up on her, ask her how she's doing?
Or should I stick to my word and stay cold on her? It's a tough dilemma.
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What would you do if your kid came out as transgender?
12 upvotes | March 7, 2018 | by Satan_Gang | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not trying to influence anyone or change their minds. I just want to know. I myself am trans, and
I’m Conservative and lean more and more towards the right every day. My parents are conservative
and very old fashioned. From a medical point of view gender dysphoria, whatever causes it, is very
painful condition. I don’t care about the political or social aspects of it, but would like to know how
Conservative parents with family values feel about it. I ask this in the most respectful manner because
you never know if your kid turns out like that and at the end of the day you want what’s best for
them. So what would you do or say if your kid seriously told you that they were transgender?
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My 15yr old daughter has a transgendered friend who thinks
she's a boy.
12 upvotes | September 2, 2017 | by drsherbert | Link | Reddit Link

My daughter goes to a small private, very liberal high school. In the city I live, it's just not feasible to
send her to public high school. The faculty allow the kids to constantly change their names and
identities. Her best friend is a girl who thinks she's a boy. I met the mother. She's a very nice
hardworking woman.
There's obviously no father in the home. I've recently gotten full custody of my daughter and so I'll be
driving her to and from school and appointments. Today, my daughter mentioned there was an event
she'd like to attend with this child tomorrow, whom she referred to as a boy. I told her that the child is
a girl and to please not refer to her as a boy to me. She got upset, probably texted the child and told
her what I said, and now she's laying in bed miserable, says she doesn't wanna go and now I'm the
bad guy. My daughter has been a hermit and needs ways to get out of the house and do things. I was
ok with her hanging out with this girl, but I don't want to take part in this little game.
I know that society is pushing this ridiculous and abusive agenda and the parents buying it hook line
and sinker. I just don't know why. I feel like I'm fighting an uphill battle and I'm going to hurt my
daughter in the process. I don't want to start a problem with the school, because overall it's an
amazing place with a curriculum that far exceeds anything a public school could offer.
If my daughter herself is gay, I'm totally fine with that. Although, deep in her heart I don't think she
is. I used to find love letters to boys in her knapsack when she was in elementary school. In the end, I
just want my little girl to be happy and healthy. I just don't know how to draw a line in the sand
without hurting her. Where do I even begin?
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Not sure if this has been covered before: "The Gift of
Boredom"
11 upvotes | February 25, 2017 | by hiaf | Link | Reddit Link

http://creation.com/the-gift-of-boredom
I am myself not a parent, but TRP insists of using your time for maximum value. To have hobbies
that create, instead of having hobbies that consume someone else's product.
Very incomplete list of hobbies. (examples)

Productive hobbies

writing
reading
drawing/painting
music production or practice

Consumptive hobbies

netflix/youtube
videogames
social media
mindless internet browsing

It is of the utmost importance to educate your kids on the dangers of mindless internet browsing. You
must use the internet with a purpose or objective in mind, internet addiction is real.
Edit: Another interesting read https://healthypsych.com/the-gift-of-boredom/
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Anyone have any knowledge about divorce decrees and custody
agreements in Texas?
11 upvotes | June 4, 2017 | by msphv11108 | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short. My very good friend is sitting in jail bc he was injured on the job and fell 2 months
behind on child support. He hasn't seen his son in 5 years..not by choice obviously. In their divorce
decree he is supposed to get 1st, 3rd and 5th weekends. I believe they are supposed to rotate holidays.
She won't abide by the decree even though he pays child support. I don't understand why he is in jail
and she is not. I'm so sick of seeing him go through this torture. My husband and I have scrounged
together 1300 for an attorney. We're not even close to being able to help him with a retainer fee. It's
almost 5k in our county. Any advice would be greatly appreciated.
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Am I being stupid - letting my daughter go to the bus-stop by
herself.
11 upvotes | October 11, 2018 | by What_is_real_anymore | Link | Reddit Link

Daughter's 14. It's dark outside. There are five registered sex offenders living and working within one
mile of where we live. Crime statistics are very low in our area - 1 rape or violent crime in the last
five years.
We would walk our children to the bus-stop in elementary school - at middle school we let them go.
Now that our oldest is in high school, wife is worried.
I'm not worried - but I wonder if I'm being stupid. I'm not sure my 14 year old can protect herself.
And in more population-dense areas - I will absolutely instruct her to make sure she walks in
numbers, and not late at night. Healthy precaution.
I don't think it's a good idea to have to walk my daughter to the bus-stop in high-school because I
reinforce the idea that she's a victim waiting to happen. I want her to carry herself without fear but
with understanding.
Yet, isn't she? Having gone to the sexual assault registry in our area was jarring. That nice clerk at the
corner store is on the list for child porn. Shit, I'll never look at him the same way again.
Or maybe before I let her loose, I need to train her with some self-defense classes.
Curious - how are you guys dealing with this? Are you worried? Are you not worried? Why? Why
not? Are we really worried about the very small chance our daughters will get raped in the morning
waiting for the bus-stop? Or do we let fear rule our lives? Or are we simply being prudent?
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Humble brag
11 upvotes | December 21, 2019 | by cassandrarose39 | Link | Reddit Link

I know others have recommended wrestling as a teen sport and our oldest just got first place at his
last high school meet!!!!!
All that lifting 5 days a week and twice a day has really paid off! This sport has been great for him
with all the benefits listed on the wrestling thread listed here!
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Any good books on being a dad or father?
11 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by dteiml | Link | Reddit Link

/r/RedPillParenting/comments/my2342/any_good_books_on_being_a_dad_or_father/
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Protecting your little girls from sluttiness
10 upvotes | July 26, 2014 | by gabilromariz | Link | Reddit Link

Be they your daughters, nieces or cousins, in light of the current state of girl role models, everyone is
worrying for the safety and morals of little girls they care about. Let me share with you stories of 3
different girls, parents and exposure to slutty rolemodels and tell me what you think
~~~~~~
B, 18 years old
B has been spoiled by her parents and a lifetime of strangers coming up to her and saying she's so
pretty. She got off easy from any trouble, teachers cut ther slack if she started crying, the whole
harpy-in-training package.
By the time I found RP principles and tried to help it was too late. Her parents will do anything as
long as she cries a little. Her boyfriend is a sad pussy whipped that will do anything she says. She
doesn't have any girl friends (red flag) and only hangs out with boys saying girls are stupid.
I don't know how this happened as her parents are good people but the furthest I could get is that she
respects me when I go to their place. She talks back to everyone, including parents and more family,
often including insults and swearing. Let this be a cautionary tale: be careful of maintaining
frame with little girls, they need it
~~~~~~
M, 13 years old
M's mom is my godmother so I visit them often and attend cerimonies with them and so forth. I
feared for her since mom spoiled her and she was turning into a bit of a brat, mostly from seeing B as
an example (they're cousins).
Her parents kept losing frame, she decided what's for dinner and their lives spinned around M. But
gradma saved the day! M's nana is a traditional lady and decided she wouldn't take no shit from a
little kid or have her make her son unhappy. So she asked the parents to watch the girl (at roughly
10/11) instead of sending her to extra curricular stuff.
She is completely changed, docile and crafty, dresses modestly unlike so many her age and thinks
exposed buttcheeks are gross (ew, her butt is touching the seat, look!). Lesson: frame doesn't need
to be tough, but is needed. Sometimes soft frame and leading by example can be more effective
than any punishment! M's mom has also started to look/act more feminine as a result. Lead by
example, moms!
~~~~~~
G, 8 years old
G is my goddaughter. I try my best to spend time with her and be a good example, encourage good
hobbies and a sweet demeanor but I feel like I'm fighting a losing battle against the sass-mouths on
TV.G often begs her mom for stuff like makeup and crop-tops and talks back sometimes too
Thankfully I have found RP stuff, especially RPW early enough to help. This girl now begs to spend
time with me and says I'm her favorite grownup. So I do my best to do fun yet wholesome things
together and try my best to help out.
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But it still feels like blowing one of those magic prank candles that light back up everytime she talks
about a deplorable role model or slutty trend. She has a bit of trouble making close friends despite
being a sociable child and I'm afraid of her early teens. So far so good, but let's see what happens and
hope for the best.
~~~~~~
This is a bit of a wall if text but I want to spark discussion on what your experiences are in
raising/help raise little girls in these "modern times" so let's hear it!
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Should mydaughter be directed to red pill women?
10 upvotes | November 7, 2015 | by surfsunchicks | Link | Reddit Link

New to this whole red pill thing. Pretty happy in life but had a woman keep our daughter from me for
a long time. She recently made an effort to contact me and so I find myself suddenly a parent to a
teenager and have not had the practice so far.
Her mom's not a crazy feminist but is still a little crazy. i feel like I'm alpha enough to not really need
trp beyond what i've read, but I saw there is a subreddit for females. Is she to young for that?
Not sure if it's for wives or girlfriends or what age range it's for but they seem to give good advice.
She's at dating age though i pretty much don't want her dating but when she's at her moms house most
of the time her mom is more leniant in that respect. Considering i got her mom pregnant as a teen I
don't want her following in her mom's footsteps.
Just wanted to see what others think. I am pretty sure she's on reddit because she's the one who told
me about it and how it works.
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Author to consider for your reading list
10 upvotes | August 22, 2017 | by Chinchilla_the_Hun | Link | Reddit Link

Just finished listening to the AOM podcast episode "Why Boys Are Struggling & What We Can Do
To Help Them" on which the guest was author Dr. Michael Gurian, a social philosopher who has
studied neuro-biology and how it relates to the differences of the sexes.
What struck me the most was Gurian's awareness and condemnation of the Feminist Imperative's
permeation in key areas of society - such as education and government - and how this "Dominant
Gender Paradigm" systematically betaizes boys and young men. (Definitely in the same vein as The
War Against Boys in the sidebar)
He shares a few examples of how his strategies have been tested in schools and achieved positive
results. His recommendations aren't revolutionary to anyone exposed to RP truth; boys need to be
active and they respond best to challenge and competition. I would imagine his books go into more
detail and provide other actionable methods.
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How to implement chores at home
10 upvotes | November 13, 2017 | by Santas_sub | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, we have two girls. DD1 is 9 & has Autism & demand avoidance issues but is perfectly capable of
good social interaction and is physically able. DD2 is 8 & has severe Dyslexia & Dyscalculia. For
various reasons, things at home have been allowed to 'coast' for sometime, but now having only
recently; last 12 months, discovered RP both my DH & I are full on into this way of life. I very much
want to implement the above for all the right reasons; currently reading 'Boundaries with kids' by
Cloud & Townsend, where & how do we start? We very much want them to appreciate having to take
responsibility, earn IPAD time etc etc, but are also keen to school them in the ways of RP that will
hopefully set them up for the rest of their lives. Any books on raising RP daughters in a modern
feminist 'couldn't give a shit about anyone else' society would be gratefully appreciated. Thanks.
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r/theredpill
10 upvotes | October 5, 2018 | by Psychonaut27 | Link | Reddit Link

I try to access r/TheRedPill and it says it's private now. Is there anyway to access it?
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Need advice on shitty parents
10 upvotes | August 15, 2017 | by MechanicalMoose | Link | Reddit Link

I have a toddler (so maybe I'm a bit early for posting here) and obviously children need socialized.
My problem is other parents, and the children they're turning in to garbage.
Sometimes things are all well and good; kids will play nicely, the parents ensure they're well
behaved, and it's a great experience for everyone.
However, more often than I would have imagined prior to being a dad, kids are little jerks.
Understandable, they're tiny apes with developing brains.
I just don't know how to handle the situations. Like if another kid takes my son's toys, or pushes him,
or tries to latch on to my family's time when it's clear were enjoying ourselves. It's especially rough
because my son is a big boy. Most people think he's older than what he is due to his height and
overall size.
I've noticed this happens mostly with half assed mothers who don't pay attention to their kids. How
do I say "Listen cunt, watch your child so I can enjoy time with mine." ?
Also, how do you react when kids aren't reprimanded? Like a small child came up and started hitting
my girlfriend and started walking towards my son, I very firmly said "No, you can't do that" And
stopped him before he got near. The boy just made an unintelligible screech and stood there. His
dumb mother not intervening, just sat smoking in a corner away from the park. Smiling like it's fine.
What's the appropriate thing to do between the extremes of literally hurling these kids away from my
son and sitting there doing nothing.
Edit: Just wanted to remove some of the foul language I put out of frustration, and clarify that I don't
blame the children. I blame the parents almost 100℅ at this age.
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I don’t think my newborn likes me - Dad
10 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by Cruise25111 | Link | Reddit Link

She is a couple of weeks old. Since I went back to work at the beginning of the week whenever I hold
her if she is awake she will cry.
I rock and sooth her which will sometimes quieten her for a brief period but eventually she will cry to
be fed or for her Mum.
It makes me feel like less of a man or like there is something wrong with me. I want to be the strong
father figure she can feel comfortable with but also I want to be able to sooth her while the mother
sleeps and gets things done.
Has anyone had this experience or have any advice?
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Would you recommend the rational male I’m 16
10 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by DDronewar | Link | Reddit Link

/r/RedPillParenting/comments/fgyd0u/would_you_recommend_the_rational_male_im_16/
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How much time do you spend playing with 3yr boy?
10 upvotes | January 3, 2022 | by SufficientCrystals | Link | Reddit Link

M27 first child
Everyday after work he wants me to sit with him in his room and play with him and his cars and I
feel so selfish but it’s like a choir. I mean is it bad if I don’t ? I just took him to Disney land. I
make sure to spend time with him everyday but how much time should I be spending with him
playing it just seems so silly I try getting into it but kinda just turns into me sitting in there on my
phone and I feel like a dick I don’t want him to have problems when he’s older because I didn’t play
with with him.
I have a great relationship with my dad but I don’t remember him ever playing with me after work
with my toys anyway. Lol.
We go get ice cream or go yo target get him “prizes” and do things like make slime, clay volcanoes,
etc. all he ever wants is just to play cars though.
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How Corporations brainwash children into becoming mindless
consumers
10 upvotes | January 16, 2022 | by ConstProgrammer | Link | Reddit Link

This documentary should open the eyes of parents, the methods and techniques that corporations use
to brainwash children into becoming mindless consumers via peer pressure, propaganda, and
removing individuality. It is important for parents to keep control of the digital content that their
children are exposed to. Teach your children of how the consumerism culture makes them mind
slaves. Teach your children the right values and principles, rather than what the corporate state wants
them to think.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMaRsR7orTk
TikTok is pushing moral degradation, weird trends, and cultivates a culture of stupidity, narcissism,
and mental abnormalities. It's just nasty and upleasant culture.

“This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of t
heir own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, 
unholy, Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despiser
s of those that are good, Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers o
f God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away.”
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Powerful story about a father battling to save his son from
feminism
10 upvotes | January 23, 2022 | by c_dunwall | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.newenglishreview.org/articles/what-rough-beast/
Read it and weep
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Any tips on how to help my teenage(13M) son to be more red
pill in general, mostly in social interactions?
9 upvotes | November 11, 2015 | by Vasallo7G | Link | Reddit Link

/r/RedPillParenting/comments/3sgpy4/any_tips_on_how_to_help_my_teenage13m_son_to_be/
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My kid doesn’t see me with that little kid lens. How do I
proceed?
9 upvotes | April 13, 2018 | by TRPTosser | Link | Reddit Link

I remember watching this episode of Frasier when I was a kid. The episode was about frasier
realizing his son didn’t see him as ‘perfect’ or as a super dad any longer.
We know that’s bullshit, but realizing that it’s bullshit is difficult. I remember resenting my dad for a
while when the illusion of my perfect dad popped. I grew out of it, but I’m divorced and split the time
with their mom, whereas I was brought up in an unbroken home.
We don’t have a good relationship, their mom and I. She mothers. I father. We do it separately.
I’m pretty attuned to my kids and try to talk to them about real stuff as much as I can. Guide them
and push them when they need it.
I’ve had pretty good success so far. They both play sports, get good grades, are routinely praised for
being well brought up. I’m very proud of them.
My oldest, I think, is starting to hit puberty. He’s getting moody and has a bit of an attitude, though
the moodiness usually quickly passes. I feel like the bubble around how awesome I am has deflated a
bit. He still respects me, but I’m not ... perfect in his eyes.
And that’s fine. I’d rather have an honest relationship with them and as far as I know, this is the first
time he’s had to pop an illusion about me.
How did you handle slipping a bit in stature in your kids’ eyes? I want to guide them to learn some
lessons and give them space to make mistakes.
Any other advice?
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Single dad, need some help
9 upvotes | October 6, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Give your insights on TRP & Converse with Red-Aware Gents.
9 upvotes | May 22, 2019 | by AnswerTRP | Link | Reddit Link

RED-AWARE CLUB, Join If you are interested in:
-Non-Gynocentric Relationship-Advice.
-Self-Improvement.
-Philosophical Discussions
-Socio-Cultural & Political Debate.
etc

JOIN US:
https://discord.gg/zrECU4H
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Central depository of Judges in fam courts? Know your
chances and past cases.
9 upvotes | December 23, 2019 | by vvvheretic | Link | Reddit Link

Look forward to finding a place to upload a summary of biased decisions by various judges working
on my case. I lose slowly, but I see that some are better than others. It may benefit if I joined a
geographicaly searchable review pool for judged and rated bias against men with it, based on
comments and uploaded files.
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What would you do?
9 upvotes | December 31, 2019 | by cassandrarose39 | Link | Reddit Link

What would you do if your teenage son started dating another teenage female who’s starting to show
signs of bi polar disorder?
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Survey for US Dads of 6-10-year-olds
9 upvotes | March 3, 2021 | by GradStudent2020help | Link | Reddit Link

TL;DR: 45-60 minute survey for US men with a child ages 6-10, 1 in 10 chance of getting a $20
Amazon gift card! And it helps me write my dissertation.
Hello everyone, I recognize that not all of you are dads of children ages 6-10, but for those of you
who are... I am a graduate student at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, conducting research on
fathering, masculinity, and children's emotions. The survey also asks about experiences with
COVID-19 and parenting stress, among other things.
I am looking to recruit a wide range of survey-takers, since there is not a lot of research on fathering.
This survey is open to step, adoptive, and biological dads, and it begins with a screening survey to
verify eligibility. I am very excited to hear your thoughts and experiences on the topics in this survey.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, and thank you for reading this far.
https://umsl.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0e4Sfp0KyoAFvFA
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"The Dating Game Is Rigged"
9 upvotes | June 29, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

If you would prefer to listen instead of reading then check out this link:
https://youtu.be/V30OdYcgTgg
Let me know your opinion down here or on the youtube comments.

Introduction
"The dating game is rigged" "Online dating is unfair" "Women are not worth the pursue" are some of
the few popular mantras advocated within the manosphere today. More and more men than ever are
relating to these statements as a reflection of their own experiences, while others are claiming them as
if they are the whole truth. More and more men than ever are convinced that they have been
awakened to this new reality, where dating is no longer fair and the pursue of relationships are no
longer worth it. Consequently, more and more men than ever are rejecting the game and opting out of
it for they see no hopes in a world where they believe the women and the society are the issues and
not so much they themselves as men.

Is The Dating Game Rigged?
While there are merits in the belief that the modern men hold, the sentiments towards the dating game
in which they grow and possess have become more of a problem rather than a solution. Whether what
is outspoken by the manosphere is the truth, half the truth or not the truth, there is one fact that all
men must accept, that is no amount of hatred, anger or complaints will help, to change the way the
dating game works, to change the way the women operate and behave and most importantly, to
change the course of your life towards getting what you want and what you naturally desire as men to
then live a proud, happy and fulfilling life
Yes the dating game is in favour of women sexual strategies with the rise of social media and dating
apps. Yes the competition is more fierce than ever with the top 20% of men getting almost all the
women. Yes online dating generally sucks for the average guy. Yes modern women are becoming
more masculine and disagreeable and have little sense of accountability. Yes women ego and values
are overinflated with the attention they got from simps and nice guys. Yes all of these can be true and
are probably true, yet to simplify the reality of the dating game and focus solely on the discouraging
aspects is not only unhelpful but unhealthy and damaging to the future outlooks of the men around
the world

The Reality Of The Dating Game For Men
While it is sympathetic for men today to be put in such a position within the sexual marketplace,
there is no sympathy for men who curl up into their emotions and flaws and do nothing but complains
and put hate into the universe. Understand that the game is not rigged against all men, but only to
those who put too much focus on it, those who whine, wimps and complain, those who live a
purposeless life and have nothing to strive for, those who remain passively as the 80% of men and
never put in the time nor energy to develop themselves financially, socially, sexually, and
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individually.
Instead of taking action, many choose to live in passivity and comforts. Instead of levelling up, many
choose to do nothing or things that make their life worse. Instead of finding solutions, many choose
to cry, complain and victimize themselves. In any of these cases, their perception of the truth is what
holding them back, not the dating game nor the women. The world will continue to be divided
between the weak and the strong, the alphas and the betas, the successful and the unsuccessful. Those
who try and put in the effort, those who rise above mediocrity and those who have goals to achieve,
dreams to pursue and purpose to fulfil will be the ones rewarded with success and eventually with
women.

Conclusion: How To Move Forward
It is not good enough to be simply average. It is never enough to just be yourself and in fact, it is
pathetic and miserable to live a comfortable and risk-free life like the rest of the 80% of men. This is
due to the fact that it has never been easier today to be above and far above the average. The world
has granted us the abundance of opportunities and knowledge, so with the hypergamous filter of
women running wild, instead of being a victim against it, why not use it to your advantage to excel in
the dating game and in life?
Yet that require you to develop yourself, both the externals and the internals, that is to believe you
can do it, to be realistic but at the same time be able to dream far, to unite your dreams and day and
makes your imagination and desires a reality that will ultimately fulfil your life as a man. Make small
improvements along the journey, and focus on what important to you. The women will come and go.
Only you are eternal. So how you live your life, how you build yourself, carry yourself and present
yourself out into the world is what matter most. This is the only truth you need to know. Nothing else
matters.
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Discipline without being controlling and using negative
reinforcement and ultimatums.
8 upvotes | September 17, 2014 | by thelotusknyte | Link | Reddit Link

I have an almost 3 year old. He literally is the best behaved child I know when I compare him to
others in his nursery group at church etc.
However, he's still a toddler. At first when I would say something like ok, you can put the fire poker
down or you can go lay down in your bed, he dropped it like it was hot. But now he refuses both
answers and I have to give him the options multiple times before he'll choose one, and it usually
doesn't stick.
I don't like constantly getting obedience from just straight if you don't then time out approach. I know
if my son is anything like me he'll eventually say, I don't give a flying you know what, I don't want to
do whatever it is you're asking me to do, so go ahead and ground me.
How can I implement Red Pill Parenting, without ultimatums and the very consistent (like 95% of the
time) need for two options, one where he does what I ask and one where he goes to his room, or has
no tv time or whatever ( we only do 30-60 of tv time max a day, many days no tv time). Any ideas?
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Soon to be 18 year old boy wants to leave for Hawaii after high
school
8 upvotes | January 27, 2016 | by Benny757 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey Red Pill parents.
In sum, I have a 17 (turning 18 in May) son with bad ADHD, poor student, probably won't graduate
though he's a senior, who is adamant that he will leave for Hawaii (from midwest) after his 18th
birthday. (Divorced 8 years from his mother, with various custody changes as discussed below.)
About my son - he's adopted from birth, and his birthparents were true wandering hippy types,
(though he doesn't know them or this) and his birth-parents literally left after high school and
followed Phish (the band) in a VW van for 18 months (where he was conceived, in the back of the
van). After we adopted, these birth parents lit out for the ski lodges of Colorado and basically didn't
"grow" up til mid 20's and get their shit straight.
I was a strict father but a good one I thought. From ages 14-16 my son chose to be estranged from
me, and broke off all contact whatsoever. Nothing, zero. At 16 he had a falling out with his mother,
and moved back to my place, and now he has estranged her. He is adamant, headstrong, (actually
very bright and hard worker, maintaining a job and earning his own money.)
Now I really believe he means it, planning on leaving without graduating and heading to Hawaii
without a net or funds. I've tried everything to convince him otherwise.
What in Red Pill land can a dad do?
I appreciate your thoughts. Problem is, I was raised blue pill and was a blue pill dad until just a year
ago.
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Any suggestions on how to get my son comfortable with
women?
8 upvotes | February 27, 2017 | by super_sweeper | Link | Reddit Link

I'm new here. About a year ago, u/Vasallo7G asked for tips on how to help his son be more red pill.
The thread is now archived. One user had a suggestion that I'd like to hear more on:

Just get him out there. The single most important thing is to make him semi-attractive
physically, and then just get him constantly surrounded by girls. This is how you create the
"natural". Getting constant positive attention from girls starting from a young age will
develop entitlement, confidence, and a killer instinct.

My son is 11. He is social but terrified of girls. I don't want to push him into something he is not
ready for but I also don't want him to be completely unprepared or overwhelmed when he discovers
girls. What is the best way to introduce constant positive attention from girls? Enroll him in dance
class?
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RP Parenting Part 1: Wrestling (x-post from /r/marriedredpill)
8 upvotes | October 12, 2017 | by InChargeMan | Link | Reddit Link

Link
I’ve discussed this in the comments a few times, enough where I feel a post is warranted. The
benefits of sports are often discussed, but in particular, wrestling (or BJJ as others have suggested but
I have no experience in) is a sport that can provide immense value to a boy as he develops. Other
sports, like soccer and baseball, have their place, can be lots of fun, good exercise, etc. but they are
fundamentally different from wrestling. Those are “fun” activities. Wresting is not “fun”, maybe
sometimes, but in general, it is better categorized as “rewarding”. I have gained so much value from
that one sport, I’m hoping to help repay society by “spreading the word”.
1. Mental toughness: The sport is one of few that can truly test and expand your mental toughness.
To be successful you need to put in the work. Nobody can just show up and be good, it is all about
the training. “Matches aren’t won during the match.” I tell my son regularly, “tonight you have
practice, and so does the kid you are wrestling on Saturday. You win your match tonight, they just
won’t raise your hand until Saturday.”
During practice you are pushed hard, challenging your physical capabilities, where you will learn that
you are stronger, faster, tougher than you thought you were. But even more than physical strength,
the mental training is where you learn to win. Focus and devoted repetition is necessary to become
successful. IMO wrestling is quite literally a physical game of chess, but one where there are no
“turns”, you get to make moves as fast as you can think of them. You find yourself in various
positions, where there are usually bad, good, better and best moves you can do. Focus during practice
will help you learn what you should do, repetition will convert the knowledge of what to do into
muscle-memory. When you see an elite wrestler, it is the definition of poetry in motion. Smoothly
moving from position to position, knowing where they are, having a plan that results in them
achieving the pin.
The parallels to life are immense. In my life, I’ve been able to draw on toughness I’ve learned from
wrestling. When I have a life goal I’m able to put forth the focus to understand the challenge, the
inner-drive to KNOW that I can achieve this goal, the intelligence to develop a plan, and the
endurance to do whatever it takes to become successful (or fail knowing that I literally did everything
that could be done, learn from the experience, and hold my head high). In my professional world, I
(my company) am admired and feared, depending on what your relation to me is. Competitors are
careful to not cross my lane. I thrive on competition. Being immersed in such a pure competitive
environment conditions you to push down the fear of failing and excel under pressure.
2. Self-reliance: You are the only one on the mat. It isn’t like soccer, where you can suck and still go
home a “winner”. When my kid wins or loses a soccer game, you can tell it doesn’t really mean much
to him either way. All kids intrinsically know this, and they know you are full of shit when you
congratulate them for winning when they know full well that they sucked. Lately there has been a lot
of backlash against “participation trophies”, while I believe the criticism is coming from a good
place, I believe that it still misses the mark. A kid shouldn’t be congratulated for winning, even if
they were the best one on the field, they should be congratulated for performing at their peak and
constantly working to improve themselves. This is back to the old “reward hard work not raw talent”.
My kid is naturally gifted athletically and mentally. This is a fact, not a brag. Because of this, I’m
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acutely aware that he can fall into the trap of putting in minimal effort and being successful. If he
doesn’t learn these lessons now, one day those who learned to work hard for success will overtake
him, the day where natural talent cannot take you any farther.
In seeing my son easily excel since a young age, I knew wrestling would be a must for him. You
simply cannot walk on and win, not consistently. He needs to get beat down, pushed around the mat,
and learn that if he is to be successful he needs to put in the work. After putting in countless hours of
grueling work, a successful day is infinitely more rewarding.
Alternatively, if you kid is “average”, or even below average physically, wresting is still perfect for
him. No, he won’t be a walk-on success, but, if he puts in the work, he will eventually get there. For
one there are weight classes, so even if he is scrawny, that is equalized. The main point though, it will
help him learn that his only limitations are in his mind, and with work they can be overcome. Finally
winning will be a major achievement and confidence booster.
3. Role models: In wrestling usually your team is composed of kids ranging in age. This gives your
son to see older kids who have walked the walk and are now reaping the rewards. Sons naturally look
up to older boys, so having well-disciplined and successful older boys as teammates is a great benefit.
I remember the feeling of having the team captain come to me after a match to tell me how awesome
I did, how he liked my double leg takedown, and to keep working hard, it is paying off. As much as
you can hear things like that from your parents/teachers/coaches, somehow hearing it from an older
kid who is well respected is just different. They don’t have to say shit, so you know there is no BS.
Also, when you are 8, a 17-year-old who competes at the state level is pretty close to a superhero.
When they tell you “if you keep working hard you can be better than me”, it’s like superman telling
you to keep trying and you’ll get off the ground one day, and he means it.
4. Social Order: That bully at school who happens to be bigger didn’t do shit, he was just born that
way. That bully also has relied on his size as his only advantage. Even an average wrestler will turn a
non-wrestler into a pretzel regardless of size. That is the kind of confidence a kid can use to help
navigate the difficult social matrix of school. Having the confidence to know that you won’t be
beaten to a pulp allows you to navigate the inevitable social pecking order process with much less
stress and more confidence. The benefits of self-confidence, especially for kids going through the
stages of adolescence is very well known. Unfortunately for girls, their social world is a whole other
Pandora's box. But for boys, being well known as a successful athlete who can defend himself
physically already puts you in a great position. As he gets older and becomes interested in
relationships, that confidence will of course be a benefit.
5. Physical Fitness: Health and nutrition are important “skills” for any person to have. Wrestling is
incredibly demanding, and there is a major focus on building your healthy body and learning proper
nutritional habits. This isn’t particularly unique to wresting, but it is definitely a benefit. You aren’t
going to spend half a year shoving your face full of shit if you know that next season is around the
corner, and your competition is still training hard and staying in shape. Also, if you haven’t had the
experience, the amount of physical exertion that goes on in those few minutes is unlike nearly any
other sport or activity. The cardio, strength and endurance you gain from years of training is
immense.
Carrying physical and nutritional fitness into adulthood is probably one of the most important ways to
ensure a happy and healthy life. Do you think my in-person business proposals are met more
favorably than my competitors who show up looking like a fat sweaty mess? Do you think I was able
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to marry a much better wife? Do you think I will live longer and with less stress from preventable
health issues? I hope you don’t need me to answer that…
6. Behavior: If your kid is high energy (aka normal young boy), and especially if they have ADHD
(aka normal young boy), the intense physical and mental workout can help to “calm down” a kid,
allowing them to be more focused and controlled. I’m not a doctor, but if you have a kid with ADHD
you will find lots of resources discussing the benefits of intense physical activity. The kid is just too
tired to fuck around.
7. Bonding and camaraderie: After years of working hard, training, failing, succeeding, and routing
for your teammates, you will develop a great sense of pride and camaraderie for your team. I imagine
this is similar in sports like football. Having genuine friends and a place where you feel like you
“belong” is important for child development. When a kid is isolated at school and comes home to an
empty house, video games and Cheetos, you have a recipe for disaster. Growing up I had a great
network of friends who genuinely cared about me and would have my back any time.
8. Self-defense: Later in life, you will still have the skills you learned, at least the important stuff.
One of the roles as a man is to protect your family. Again, in this case wrestling isn’t unique, as other
martial arts can achieve this, but this is just another one of the benefits. Later in life if he wants to
pursue other martial arts, a wrestling background will be a major advantage. When he is a parent, he
will be able to pass along his knowledge and enthusiasm for the sport, extending the benefits for
years.
One of the last discussions I had with my grandfather before he passed was about wresting. I had
recently stopped (since I had graduated HS), and had decided against doing it in college. He said
“Don’t think of it like you are quitting. Quitting is what you would have done after the first season,
you did it most of your life. You are moving on, carry your experiences with you. You’ll never know
when you will use it again.” At the time, I thought he meant specifically for self-defense. Now after
writing this I think he was talking more about all of the other personal growth the sport helped me
develop.
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RP inner Game parenting resources
8 upvotes | January 13, 2018 | by Fwest3975 | Link | Reddit Link

I've been lurking here and casually commenting and questioning for about a year now, I love this
community! Accountability and strength! Alpha ad fuck.
But my question has to do with my two sons. Like having a strong frame around women, I want to
strengthen my frame around my kids, specifically, I feel the need to work on my inner game so I can
be a greater shining example for the boys I hope to raise into strong men. I'm always paranoid that
I'm downloading insecurities onto them or teaching them beta traits, maybe even trying to correct
things about them that I really don't like about myself. I want to better fix myself to benefit their
development in a positive way.
So, with all of that said, my question is what are some resources I can sponge up to achieve this?
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Why is so much of this centered around men?
8 upvotes | July 26, 2018 | by stuggo | Link | Reddit Link

I recently read an article about why people develop the mindsets that create a liberal as children and
while I was reading I admitted to all of the things the guy was talking about and I was saying “yes
..ok..I do that . Well how do you fix it?” And how do I raise my children so that they don’t develop
this sort of vulnerable victim complex thing that I have exhibited for most of my life. (I’m female and
also very young) The final solution to the problem was that we “need more masculine men” and I
don’t disagree with this at all. It’s just that.. a lot of his article was mocking feminists which I didn’t
have a problem with per se..I just kind of wanted to know why women develop this victim
complex/hatred for masculine men..etc. He explained it in detail for males , and I assume it came
from a male perspective because the author is male. I just want to know what women who are already
plagued with this sort of emotional shortcoming are supposed to do exactly ? And how would I raise
little girls so that they don’t develop this way? There was nothing on that.
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Stephen Curry's mother probably lurks on here!
8 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by GandMeChattri | Link | Reddit Link

Clickbait headline aside...
I have no idea about nba but was watching game 5 yesterday because of a friend who wanted me to,
and later I decided to google "why does Stephen curry look white" and saw a video of her mother and
I thought she is the embodiment of this subreddit.
Here's the link of the video = https://youtu.be/ORJSf-Q8N4c
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Mental toughness
8 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | by Poley04 | Link | Reddit Link

Any recommendations for books for pre teens encouraging mental toughness. In boys. Son really
loves Jocko W’s ‘way of the warrior kid’ but its a different kind of focus I want for him now.
Standing strong, not being phased, not running hiding and crying or punching a wall. Tx
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RPW Episode 9 - Pregnancy Part 2 - there's a baby in there,
now what?!
8 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link

Pregnancy Episode Part 2 - Tonight at 9pm ET
Good morning RPW! This evening Joe and I will be joined again by my very best friend and Mother
of Twins to talk about what happens during pregnancy.
Or as the title says: there's a baby in there, now what?!?!
We'll hit the milestones and decision making with a focus on your relationship and what your man
might be going through.
But we also want to know what your questions are. You can join us in the live comments during the
show, but we'd also love if you drop us a line here through the day. What are your burning questions
about pregnancy. This can be anything from symptoms to relationship issues to book
recommendations. It's a big topic and we want to be able to cover what is important to the women in
the red pill community.
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Be Prepared To Be A Step Daddy If You Don't Have Kids, Its
Not Her Fault She's A Single Mom
8 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by Different-Fox-7822 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBcL4q-pE8U
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Parents' impact on offspring love lives
7 upvotes | June 10, 2014 | by Rollo-Tomassi | Link | Reddit Link

Parents' impact on offspring love lives: mothers more influential than fathers; daughters influenced
more than sons.
http://www.epjournal.net/articles/parental-mate-choice-manipulation-tactics-exploring-prevalence-se
x-and-personality-effects/?utm_source=feedburner
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How to tell my son I want to date again?
7 upvotes | January 1, 2016 | by daddymonsterpoodle | Link | Reddit Link

I separated from my wife recently and want to start dating again. My son is 14 and lives with me as
his mother moved out. I am new to TRP. I asked my son how he would feel if I started dating again.
Of course he went ballistic. I don't want to pretend that I am not interested in women. I also don't
want to lie to him. I also don't want to wait until the divorce is finalised before I have sex again. Any
advice or help would be appreciated.
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Anxiety and Awareness in Parenting
7 upvotes | April 27, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

TL;DR Parents lose control and break frame in their relationships with their kids when they let their
anxiety overtake them. Influence, rather than control, children by practicing consistency, setting
boundaries, and creating space for children to grow.
In his excellent book, ScreamFree Parenting, Hal Runkel says that being in charge as a parent means
inspiring our children to motivate themselves. We are seeking to influence them, not control them.
The problem is, for myself, at least, even if I am holding my own when it comes to leading my wife,
my kids can set off a wave of anxiety that defeats me. Often, this anxiety is a projection of my own
fears of failure.

Can't find Johnny on the playground, so I blow up when he finally comes around from behind
the fort? I projected my fear of not being accountable for my kids.
Suzy's room is a disaster so I turn red-faced yelling at her to clean it? A projection of my
anxiety over things I can't control in my own life.
Davey won't eat his dinner so I threaten and manipulate him into finally doing so? I just
projected my fear and anxiety of not having control over other people onto him.

How much of our failed discipline and parenting approaches are based in fear and anxiety and
failure? Instead, we should focus on creating space for our kids to grow, motivating them through our
influence, and setting boundaries that will teach them consequences. Becoming more aware of
ourselves and how/why we react the way we do will enable us to become better parents.
The other night, my son was doing his homework. He got hung up on the last page, where he needed
to write the author of a book we had just read. He took a long time, wrote the first name too large
(and didn't have space to write the last name). I told him to write the last name underneath the first
name. He began to write the first name over again. Frustrated and anxious, I yelled at him about
doing it wrong and hurrying up. When I analyzed it later, I was afraid that he was staying caught up
in class, that his writing was slow, improper and poor, and that this would create problems for him. I
was anxious that maybe he wasn't at the top of his class for writing (which is where I naturally see
him). That's a lot of anxiety projected on to him for him to bear. I didn't give him permission to grow
into it. I ladled him with my expectations.
In ScreamFree Parenting, Runkel talks about the personal and business sides of parents. He refers to
the business side as "setting the table," and the personal side as eating the dinner. The table gets set,
but how one eats and enjoy the dinner (and the components thereof) are up to the individual. Setting
the table involves * Creating space for children to grow, in such ways as respecting their space and
choices (i.e., their choice not to clean their room) * Releasing my anxiety over such things as their
messy room, my need to know how they feel or why they did something * Let them disagree with me
and struggle to learn or do something * Set consistent boundaries with consequences I am willing to
enforce and abide by
For example, Johnny won't clean his room. Normally, my anxiety over the mess (which is really my
anxiety over something else) leads me to order, manipulate, threaten or yell at him until he
begrudgingly cleans it. Following the above advice, I let him know that his space is his space. He
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doesn't have to clean his room. But there are boundaries: friends are not allowed in to play if there is
no room to sit or to play; and I am not going to clean it for him. There are consequences that he can
struggle with if he chooses not to take care of his own space.
Becoming aware of ourselves and our responses is key. Parenting is leadership. Leadership is
influence. No one likes a manipulative leader; neither will our kids. As we grow in self-awareness,
we will also grow as parents.
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Rollo's new book on Red Pill Parenting - Positive Masculinity
7 upvotes | July 29, 2017 | by Dan_Nakama | Link | Reddit Link

We live in exciting times for the Red Pill Parenting community. Today the big news was that Rollo
Tomassi is coming out with his new book titled Rationale Male - Positive Masculinity.
This is his 3rd book and one which I am very excited to get a copy of. Rollo has long been a thought
leader in the manosphere and this book is a landmark for Red Pill Parenting in that it contains a
whole section of his thoughts and advice on the subject.
He has built on a series of essays in the form of blog posts which were widely read where he dropped
jewels on how he saw his experiences as a father and trying to bring up kids in the current climate.
The book is only available in print at the moment and so I'm waiting until the Kindle version drops in
a few days at which point I will probably do a more thorough review. At this stage however, from the
preview content that I have read, the book seems to be thoroughly encouraging.
I particularly like the title concept of Positive Masculinity and I think this is all Red Pill Parenting
boils down to at the end of the day, being a positive male influence on your kids and families' lives.
More here: http://www.redpillparenting.com/blog/positive-masculinity
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In case anyone doubts the war on boys, show them the first
minute of this doco from Sweden. Prepare to be shocked...
7 upvotes | December 31, 2017 | by NewEraAlpha | Link | Reddit Link

Married to a Swede and raising half Swedish kids, what I’ve seen on our regular visits to the country
genuinely concerns me - as it does for the (few) red pill parents I’ve met there. Sharing for
awareness:
https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/j5q3kb/watch-our-new-documentary-raised-without-gender
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Red Pill Single Dad
7 upvotes | November 3, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Redpill Dads, How does TRP Affect how you're raising your
sons/ going to raise your future sons?
7 upvotes | March 7, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Daughter issues. Was i wrong?
7 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by Selexus | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Everyone,

I a little background for context.
Split from Ex for 4.5 years now. She has made it clear that i am the devil. She has had police called
on me twice (both false accusations). Have evidence of parental alienation that is ongoing. Kids have
suffered. Son is very unsure of himself and is unmotivated (somewhat normal for a 17 year old).
Daughter (15) has anxiety issues and migraines ( i suspect due to mothers attempts at alienation and
pushing daughter into a surrogate spouse role).
Ex still in formed home and is refusing all attempts to get my money out. This is still a source of
conflict even now.

Now to today's problem.
Woke up at 2.15am ish to hear daughter talking (on her phone) in her bedroom. The conversation
doesn't end so i go in there to tell her to put the phone down and go to sleep. When i enter her room,
she's lent out the window phone in one hand cigarette in another.
I shout that she needs to hand over the phone and get to bed NOW. I continue that "who the hell do
you think you are, smoking in my house, after all i've said." I'm not a smoker, and no one smokes in
my house, not family, not guests, no one. I hate the smell. She knows this is a hard rule.
When she is in bed i go back to my room.
10 mins later i hear her going downstairs and follow. She's dressed and packed and is insisting she's
not staying here any more. She's not listening to me so instead of her walking the 3 miles to her
mums at 3am i drive her.
On the drive over i tell her that this is all her. I had every right to be angry, and her choosing to leave
was not my decision. I loved her.
Arrive at her mums, explain what happened to her mum and leave.
Honestly, unless she shows some respect to me I'm done with her (this is a long long line of
disrespectful actions).
I don't really care if she smokes, but i will not have it in my house. It's the blatant disregard for my
wishes/rules, coupled with the "screw you I'm going" attitude.

Did i over react?
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A young red pill
7 upvotes | March 8, 2020 | by 317RedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys I started a youtube channel for younger guys who are red pill. If you're looking to red pill
your son, check my channel out! I keep it pg-13!! Lol.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj7GaEK3JmqlVR0tjbWaeZg
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How to convince wife to have many children ?
7 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by nemo_land | Link | Reddit Link

Hi,
Delete this post if it doe snot suit this sub. in askredp , I was asked to use another sub.
Not sure if it is really possible to convince a woman to have lot of kids nowadays.
I know that in this sub having kids is frowned upon due to the risks.
I am willing to take the risks.
Does anybody wanted lot of kids and manage to achieve this ?
I guess I live with a 21st-century woman who did not want many kids. We have only 2.
I have been pushing for more. She is 34 and wants to focus on getting a new degree to have a better
career. I am telling her it is possible to have more kids and career.
Any redpill advice to have more kids with wife or women in general ?
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Help with boy!
7 upvotes | April 12, 2020 | by Poley04 | Link | Reddit Link

My marriage recently ended after 20 years. Ive posted about it a number of times at various stages but
using since deleted usernames. In a nutshell I lost respect for my husband and got my head turned and
started to get some satisfaction outside my marriage. I didnt physically cheat on him, but it was on
the radar. He found out.
So we are now separated and co parenting and getting along well that way. The separation feels like a
huge relief and opportunity to me in between the sadness that we couldn’t make it work and the
acknowledgement of what I have lost.
I need help because I worry for my Son.(9) My daughter (7) is strong willed and dominant. She will
do anything to get what she wants. She pushes him to his limits every day.
She goes about her merry way while he sits and fumes. He is very patient initially and tries to assert
his boundaries but she smashes right through them. She doesn’t care.
He will submit to her to keep the peace and cos he feels he cant win. Or she boxes him into a corner.
He needs to be master of his own mood and fate. The way that she is! Or he will always be pushed
around by women like her and I.
I know what I have to do with her. A lot of it starts with me.
But the boy.. His Dad is no help me here as ultimately he could not pass my shit tests and manage
me. My Son is going to end up the same.
The last two days we’ve video called my folks and their Dad. The boy starts a lovely conversation
and she comes in and shouts all over him. He immediately backs off and lets her take over. Yesterday
we tolerated it and just pointed it out to her afterwards and she accepted it was rude. Today she did
the same thing so she got a good telling off. She has been sulking ever since and we’ve left her to it.
She has grudgingly acquiesced that she was wrong. Says she is not sulking she is angry with herself. I
take this as a good sign. She wants het brother to like her. She adores him and knows he finds her
annoying.
I am confident I can sort her out before puberty. I have a different approach and energy these days
and she will emulate it in time. She has a boyfriend with leukaemia and he gets a completely side to
the girl. He has been a key part in turning her from an aggressive violent pre schooler to a caring,
nurturing and thoughtful mini nurse. She was assigned to be his class carer in the first weeks at
school and they bonded and became a couple, bless them its been three years!! She is so caring and
devoted in her choices to stay in at play time with him if he’s got sore legs from his treatment or
whatever. In time, I will get those sides of her in balance.
But how can I help my boy avoid being hen pecked as he goes through life??
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Seeking book recommendations
7 upvotes | June 15, 2020 | by Solaceseeker14 | Link | Reddit Link

Just found out I will be having my first child. Super excited/nervous/overjoyed. As a 34 year old male
I’m looking for the best books to read on how to be both a dominant alpha, peacefully parent, be
supportive of my wife and raise a good, intelligent and truth filled child in a world of lies, degeneracy
and filth. I read my Bible daily and of course utilize the tools god gives us but are there any that some
of the Fathers in this group would recommend?
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Has anyone read Wild at Heart?
6 upvotes | June 24, 2014 | by RedPillWife_June2014 | Link | Reddit Link

I've heard it's good, looking for TRP/RPW/RPP's take on it. Thanks.
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How to avoid helicopter parenting?
6 upvotes | October 19, 2015 | by mateador | Link | Reddit Link

I am from Argentina, and ofter hear in Reddit about helicopter parenting. Right now I do not have
time to investigate further about the topic, but I want to avoid it with my children. Could you please
give me a short explanation and how to avoid it from a red pill POV?
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Divorce and Custody
6 upvotes | February 22, 2017 | by Slydermv | Link | Reddit Link

I'm hoping to get some insight from the parents here who are going through, or have divorced a
spouse with children involved.
A little background. Two children, 7M and 8F. For the most part the divorce has gone just about as
well as divorces can go. Custody is split 50/50, and financially we are both ok. I'd like to think a lot
of this is due to the red pill, holding frame, taking a beating when required and holding frame to make
sure I get the outcome that is best for me, and my kids.
My ex-spouse can be quite combative as I was the one who ended the relationship, and cheated. Not
my best decision, as I should have ended it first. So her hate for me is understandable. Though she
has maintained this only towards me without getting our children involved.
I'm just looking for general advice moving forward to maintain parenting. Talks about the children
seem to develove into what a cheating scum bag I am, and are mostly through text. Disagreements
seem to pop up about activities for example that were never an issue before the split, but now she has
new ideas on how to raise the kids. I'm just looking for some experience from other members, about
holding frame, when and if to go nuclear, and there general experiences co parenting.
Handling shit tests, which is what I'm getting, are quite a different dynamic when children are
involved, and maintaining frame is a different experience. There is no walking away from this
relationship as a parent.
Any experience/insight you can provide is great.
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"Red pill" cartoons/movies/media for preschooler boys?
6 upvotes | October 14, 2017 | by batraz | Link | Reddit Link

Hey red pill parents, I would like to select kids' movies/cartoons/shows for my 5 yo son and I would
like to avoid blue pill brainwashing as much as possible. Can you recommend something?
For example I liked Cars 1 & 2 a lot but I did not take him for Cars 3 as I learned it's admittedly all
about female empowerment (not that the first 2 lacked "strong" female characters). We saw How to
Train Your Dragon but it also have a very masculine female protagonist, quite a blue pill male
protagonist. i probably will also avoid new Disney films as they even include homosexual
propaganda (Beauty and the Beast).
So, what media you feel best to help the masculine development of 5 yo kids?
Thank you very much!
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Does this look like a woman who's over her ex?
6 upvotes | September 10, 2018 | by KoolJayBaldy | Link | Reddit Link

I just found this on my Facebook feed. It's a message my fiance commented on a picture he will never
see. She felt compelled to write it anyway.
The picture read; Today is national ex day! Leave a message to your ex without saying their name.
To which she commented; I notice the public shit you share knowing that people will tell me. The
one about how "your actions let me know how you feel about the relationship" was bull shit. We both
know that you are a narcissist. Your manipulation drives the actions that come from a psycho. The
things you told me have not left my head. You convinced me that I was so broken, no one could love
me. Jokes on you. I truly appreciate you confiding in me about loving me while being with your
fiance, and how you are not sexually attracted to her. Its all shit I didn't really care to know. But now,
she will find out one day and hopefully will see through your shit like glass. I am not broken., and
leaving you left me whole Your willingness to step in and try and ruin my relationship was bullshit.
You are trashy, unclassy, and toyally blind to the abuse you are capable of. And I hope no one else
becomes a victim of the hell you put them through. While you used me, our kid, manipulated me and
gaslighting me, in the process, I found the love of my life whom I never have to worry about leaving,
or cheating. This man values every single part of me, including the "disorder" you put into my head.
So know one thing. You are not god. You cannot play god. You choose women over your kids and
one day, a woman smart enough to cross your path will see right through your masks and facades.
You knew my ego like the back of my hand, and knew the right buttons to push and where the strings
you placed in my back were, as if I were a puppet designed just by you. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity of knowing the glory of escaping trauma and abuse. Because you gave my power right
back to me. And one day, all the women you've fucked and fucked over, will see, and they too, will
gain their power back. Because they're the gods of their lives, not you. Up until someone told me
about your little post, I don't think about you. I don't remember you. You're the ghost of my past that
has no effect over me. you've given me the opportunity to experience love in all the ways it deserves
to be experienced. I found him. The guy who knew I could love myself and encouraged me with
everything he had, to do so. He holds me up high when I cannot. he raises these kids to be powerful,
divine, silly human beings. He is everything you will never have the capability of being. And even if
he didn't exist... It still wouldn't be you. I will never disrespect myself again. That is all. :) you're
annoying, enjoy your alcohol.
Does that seem like someone who's over her ex to you?
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Any homeschool parents here?
6 upvotes | December 17, 2018 | by Zegiknie | Link | Reddit Link

What does your day look like?
And do you teach your kids how to make lace doilies?
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For the breastfeeding Women
6 upvotes | February 28, 2018 | by WonderfulandValuable | Link | Reddit Link

I was given a variation to this recipe by my midwife.
1/2 cup rolled oats 1 tbsp brewers yeast 1 tbsp ground flaxseed 3 tbsp crunchy natural peanut butter 1
tbsp cacao powder 3 tbsp maple syrup 1/2 tsp pure vanilla extract
Mix all ingredients together until well combined. Roll into small balls, approximately 1 teaspoon in
size. Store in an airtight container when not enjoying.
and changed some things around. Cause my SO /FH loves them with added cocoa butter, dark
chocolate and dates to take along to work.
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Whining hissy-fit prone daughter?
6 upvotes | February 12, 2018 | by Idunnowhy2 | Link | Reddit Link

I have a daughter that just turned 3 and is... how to say this? Annoying AF.
She whines and cries and throws fits with a high pitched shriek when she doesn't get her way.
My son was never this annoying, and when he threw tantrums it was easy to deal with - a couple
spankings and the problem went away.
I've tried spanking, as well as listening/comforting, and we rarely give into them but nothing seems to
be working. Help!
Maybe this needs to be posted at r/redpillfatherhood ?
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How to guide my siblings down the right path instead of
repeating my mistakes?
6 upvotes | November 5, 2017 | by Time2Space | Link | Reddit Link

Parenting in my household is almost nonexistent. Growing up I allowed to do whatever I wanted to
which lead to hanging out with other misguided kids, me getting in trouble with the law on a few
different occasions (prevented me from later joining the military), becoming dependent on smoking
pot and using many other drugs from age 13-20, and later leading to severe depression and a
nonexistent sex and social life.
Now I see my younger siblings starting to go down the same path although not as early as I did. They
are now 18 and 17 and are allowed to smoke pot in the house (I never did but now my parents allow
it) & have both gotten in trouble for possession of weed and paraphernalia. Communication between
my siblings and parents is almost nonexistent. Everyone seems to be either in their room all the time
or out with friends so maybe I'm coming across as too upfront when I approach them about this topic
but I tell them to make the best of their time in school, don't hang with shitbags who are going to get
you in trouble, and to save their money. I'm always met with, "Yep... we'll see." or a "everything is
going to be fine" sort of response.
I'm at a loss on what to do or even if I should be doing anything at all. But as an older brother and I
don't want them to have to go through the shit I went through. My parents don't seem to bother with
the situation. Parents age gap is almost 15 years and typical husband/wife scenario with husband
working overtime still to this day and almost 65 years old while wife works part-time at department
stores. My dad's daughter from a previous marriage wound up marrying some dude 20 years older
than her. I feel like I care more about their future than their own parents.
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How to deal with Psycho ex preaching socialist and far left
ideologies to 5 and 10 year old daughters?
6 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by LunarTears0 | Link | Reddit Link

Backstory: I won 50% custody of my daughter and step daughter, 5 and 10 respectively. I got a place
directly behind their school and close to their mother, so they spend half a week with me, and half a
week with their mother.
Ex was very lazy and BPD, and non-existent for parenting right from the start (I was sperm jacked,
did not choose to be with her, but tried to make it work). I had to do everything on my own, as well
as work 10 hours a night, 6 days a week, which led to me leaving and taking girls with me. She
fought for custody not of the children, but for the paycheck (Canadian, so we have Child Benefit
Tax). She basically told me and the kids to fuck off, but that she was keeping the paycheck.
Unfortunately, being a man, the case was not going well, even though I had her on camera throwing
our then 2 year old across the room by the hair of her head, threatening to put false charges against
me, etc. I kept getting excuses made for her behavior: Children's Aid told me that some craziness was
to be expected now and then from someone with her mental disorders, female judge told me that
"Sometimes being a mom is hard", etc. Pussy pass everywhere for behavior that would have put me, a
man, in jail. Ultimately, she dropped the case and agreed to 50% custody if I let her keep the baby
bonus and didn't go after her for child support. In the meantime I had begged her to use her free time
without the children to seek mental health and go back on her medication, which she did try for a
time, and we saw improvements, before she threw it away again.
To the present. Since my leaving, finding it hard to get back into the dating world, she ended up
going back to college and falling in with the LGBTQ+ group and changing drastically. She cut off all
her hair, dyes it different colors, face piercings, claims now to be neither a man or a woman. She
moved 5 other LGBTQ+ identifying people into her (my old) home, some of who have children of
their own. There are now 5-6 adults and 4-5 children living in this 3 bedroom house. She has been
taking the children to pride events which makes the curious. She had allowed all the children to share
bedrooms. An 8 year old boy was sharing a bed with my then 9 year old step daughter, and having
recently been to a pride event and becoming curious, had been "playing" with each other. I found this
out MONTHS later, when my then 4 year old told me that this little boy was hitting her "right here
*points to her crotch* with his dick and balls" (THOSE ARE MY 4 YEAR OLD'S WORDS).
I immediately called the ex, who came down and after a talk with my 4 year old about it, discovered
that it wasn't true, that she heard these things from her older sister, which was when she finally told
me about what was going on. I called Children's Aid again, who told me that "this is normal now, and
I should use google to "re-educate" myself". To be honest, after the shit show that was my custody
case where they defended her abuse towards our children as "something to be expected", I wasn't
very surprised.
Now my 10 year old step daughter has come to me and said "I'm an NDP girl" (NDP being a socialist
wing in our government). After asking her where she got this from, she said she learned it in school,
but I know she's covering for her mother here. When asked what liberalism or conservatism or
capitalism, or any of these things were, she had no idea, but very readily could tell me about socialist
ideas.
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My step daughter has always been extremely feminine prior to this change in her mother. Always
wanted pink dresses and dolls, princesses for everything, etc. Her mother, as a punishment for cutting
her own bangs, shaved her head down to 3mm, and sent her to me bawling her eyes out. I've now got
my step daughter telling me that she's a tomboy, and she's trying very hard to do boy things, even
though I can see that she's fighting it at the same time. I KNOW that this behavior and these ideas are
being forced into her by her mother.
My 5 year old is also extremely feminine, always opting for pretty dresses if given a choice, and her
mother is now pressuring me to let her give her an undercut. My daughter has NEVER had a haircut,
as I love her long beautiful ringlets (a gift from me), and she wants to continue to grow it out so she
can donate it to charity (wigs for cancer patients). This woman is trying to turn my children into
clones of herself.
TLDR: Psycho ex wife is forcing her ideologies onto our children. I live in an extremely liberal place
where me being upset at her sexualising them is being frowned upon, and outright child abuse on her
end is being forgiven for her being a "victim".
How can I combat this?
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[Educational] Survey of Household Type and Gender Attitudes
5 upvotes | November 10, 2016 | by GardeningGoat | Link | Reddit Link

https://ssp.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_3TNL01zehCCfyHH
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What are your favorite girly activities with daughters?
5 upvotes | December 17, 2018 | by Zegiknie | Link | Reddit Link

Title says it all!
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How should i manage my sister?
5 upvotes | March 25, 2017 | by Primary__Account | Link | Reddit Link

So I usually take care of my sister and I basically taught her pretty much almost everything she
knows.
I'm 18 and she's 8. But I told her to sit down due to her acting up and accidently hurting a sibling. I
wasn't going to have her seated for a long time. But anyways she got up and took her phone from the
table.
I told her she couldn't play with the phone for now and she still stayed on the phone. I took the phone
changed the password and while I was doing that she kept asking what I was doing. I told her to stay
seated and she kept getting up trying to see what I was doing.
Changed the password and she cried. She stayed seated after that.
I told her "you can't have the phone now because you kept getting up after I told you to stay still. You
need to listen."
She was mad and crying but not screaming or any of that. Now the phone is taken away and she's
playing with a sibling.
Idk if I was wrong or what to do. What do you think? Idk how to manage a child much.
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A Mennonite woman describes how she and her husband
managed to raise 6 children, despite their own imperfections
5 upvotes | April 11, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://dorcassmucker.blogspot.com/2015/04/mop-day-8-8-foolproof-steps-for-raising.html
She lays out in detail how inadequate she felt compared to some of her peers who just seemed to be
cool, efficient, and have it all together, but how focusing on the big picture items made it work out.
The bullet points, described in more detail inside.

I chose a good man to be their dad1.
We read to the children2.
We were the mom and dad3.
We made them work4.
We let them ask questions5.
We let them know we loved them6.
We let them figure out their own entertainment7.

And so on. An excellent read
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Redpill for my 9yr old son
5 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by edshahcapital | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Yall, please is there any tips pointers or books i can start my son on to get him redpilled? he is
living with his mom and she has brain washed him thinking me giving instructions and directions on
issues regarding my son is slavery or whatnot. pls help, any article will be appreciated��
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an insightful perspective on life that will be very helpful for
kids
5 upvotes | December 3, 2021 | by SatoshiNakafuckwit | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD9ctQBufOo
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Preparing for a Custody battle over newborn baby
4 upvotes | May 5, 2017 | by Hyper_Sonik | Link | Reddit Link

She is about 6 months pregnant and has pushed me away. She told me not to contact her unless it's
about the baby. Even tried to f**k with my head by saying " i dont know if you are the father" but I'm
100% sure. She said she won't sign any documents with me, she said she will name him, etc.
Basically trying to cut me out and cut me off. I've already spoken with a lawyer and have paper work
Im hesitant to file because what if she's just going through a hormonal stage. It's not uncommon for
pregnant women to do this sometimes. But what I do want to do, is everything possible NOW to Win
if the situation arises. I'm listing some ideas I have and would like for your input or advice 1.
Document everything (pictures, receipts, picture of daily newspaper beside what ever item,
paperwork, record of location) 2. Take a "new parenting course" (local program 45$) 3. Offer to
babysit someone's kids 4. Hire a bi weekly cleaning lady 5. Find as many references as possible 6.
Open up a trust fund for the child 7. Acquire assets like GIC's, TSFA's, Mutual Funds, etc 8. Buy her
gift cards for baby clothes, etc. 9. Buy a crib and other various items. 10. Rent a new apartment with
the babies own personal space 11. Go to church?
I just landed a 2nd job and will be working 18-20 hour days.
Any more ideas on how to sway the potential decision in my favor?
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Anger IS The BEST MOTIVATOR In Life
4 upvotes | March 7, 2018 | by cityhunter1987 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDRh71rNVkQ&t=695s
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Suggestions for finding red pilled and/or positive masculinity
psychologists/therapists?
4 upvotes | July 24, 2018 | by a_desert_creature | Link | Reddit Link

My son has some developmental issues and we have seen several psychologists, teachers, and doctors
over the years. They all (women) have wanted to pump him full of drugs. I'm not equipped with the
tools to properly deal with his issues and as he gets older my best attempts at learning as I go are
starting to fail.
I need to help him learn the tools to help himself as well as learn how to properly support him and we
are not getting that with the current batch of people.
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How do you discipline/punish your kids?
4 upvotes | December 10, 2018 | by The_Belony | Link | Reddit Link
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The Curse Of Being A "Nice Guy"
4 upvotes | July 14, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

If you would prefer to listen instead of reading then check out this link:
https://youtu.be/wAzeMWzUYns
Let me know what you think down here or on the youtube comments.

Introduction: Nice Guys Finish Last
"Nice Guys Finish Last". There exist an insurmountable truth in this statement, yet for many men and
women of the world, this is a reality that can never be accepted. Many of them spent time justifying
and defending for having such quality, arguing for why niceness and agreeableness are must-have
traits because today, being nice is a standard and an expectation among all men. The women
celebrate it, the men buy into it, the girl claims to love it, the boys are taught to learn it and so come
the birth of generations of men who grow up striving for this ideal state of being a man since they
truly believe that this is what the women want and what the world requires.

The Origin, The Evolution and The End of The Nice Guy
Adopting this skewed belief, the nice guys of the world self-proclaimed to be the best man, the best
lover and the most wonderful boyfriend that every woman should get with. In his mind, he thinks
comfort means attraction, and caring equals appreciation. He feels special listening to the words of
the women, because, unlike all these other guys, all the jerks, that treat her wrongs, that hurt her, that
left her in tears, he would do her no wrongs, for everything he does for her is to perfection, all the
compliments, all the sweet talks, all the flowers and poetry, all the text messages and phone calls, all
to please her and make her happy. Yet just like a script, in every relationship, the women left him in
the end
Confused and upset, he cursed into the universe "If only everybody could be like me, the world
would have been a better place". He continues to curses every day as he goes through life failing and
falling, until he begins to question the why, why the world is such a cruel and unfair place, why the
reality does not adhere to what he believes, and why he is never rewarded for his good deeds and
kindness. After all, he is just following what has been taught and reinforced by the people and the
society on what it means to be a good and desirable man.
Being a nice guy, he can remain in this bubble of wonderment for as long as he is ignorant of the
truth, yet when confrontations overwhelm denials, the bubble pops and soon what left of a nice guy is
replaced with hatred, anger and bitterness for he realizes that much of the belief sets and honourable
values that he holds are only based off fantasy and Disney fairy tales. For him, it's all lie and
deception, a tough pill to swallow, so he can either dwell into it and makes the suffering more
insufferable or he can deal with it, and make it sufferable by lessening the suffering. Whichever one
he chooses will determine the direction for the rest of his life, towards becoming a mad man, or
towards becoming a man of greatness.

The Curse of Being A Nice Guy
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In truth, the nice guys of the world are the victims of the social conditioning mindset plagued within
modern society today. To be an agreeable man is to set yourself up for failures. To be a pleaser is to
live a life of a slave. To all the nice guys of the world, it is time to wake up! Wake the fuck up from
the delusions that you have entrapped yourself within and wake up into the real world where you can
see the real you in the eyes of women and of others. What you see is not a saint, nor an angel, nor the
best man that any woman should get with. What you see is a body of a human that has forgotten the
beings and the internal desires that makes him a masculine man.
Your perfection is your dullness. Your affection is your weakness. Your neediness is a turnoff. You
come off as desperate and creepy because your doings and behaviours often come with an
expectation to be validated, accepted and loved. Instead of striving for a life you want to live, you
live your life to serve and please others in hopes of getting something back in return. This is the
transactional mindset that has infected and weakens so many young guys today. It shows that you
lack the confidence to get what you want as a man. It shows that you are not worthy of getting what
you want as a man. Ultimately, it shows that you are afraid of your own self, of your own desire, your
own sexuality as a masculine man.

Conclusion: How to Move Forward as a Nice Guy
So drink this fountain of truth and revelate yourself in the sexual form that you were born to be. What
flow within you will be the desire to conquer the world and champion the women. Embrace your
masculinity, control it, practice it and direct it to build your kingdoms and achieve your goals and
dreams. Understand who you are and accept the roles that nature has granted to you will be the first
step to true masculinity and in becoming the master of your own life.
As Jordan Peterson has once said, "turn into a monster, but a civilized one". Being a man ravelled in
masculine energy, you must learn to rearrange your focus to the things that matter most to you, that is
your purpose and your missions at every step of life. Love, care and be kind to others but it has to
come from a point of practicality, genuineness and outcome independence because your time,
attention and energy are not to be wasted on the things and the people that are not worthy of them.
Get in touch with your masculinity and let the world know who you are and how you are going your
way, then soon the rest of the puzzles of life will fall in place, and you will find yourself living more
happy and fulfilling than ever.
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The Importance Of The Abundance Mindset
4 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

If you would prefer to listen instead of reading then check out this link:
https://youtu.be/LJvkOBOJYgQ
Let me know your opinion down here or on the youtube comments.

Introduction: The Abundance Mindset
To become a successful man living in the modern world, the abundance mindset means everything. It
is what gives you the confidence to act, the courage to take risks, the assertiveness to lead and direct
in ways that are desirable and favourable to you. It is what grants you the ability to pick and choose,
the type of job you want to work, the type of woman you want to be with, and the type of life you
want to live and follow. Ultimately, it is what enables you to manoeuvre and be the master of your
own life.

The Importance Of Having Options
A wise man once said, "A man is as confident and valuable as his options". To achieve the abundance
mindset, it is often suggested that you need to have abundance itself. This abundance state is what
makes a man attractive and admirable through the way he expresses and carries himself. He is
attractive because he appears non-needy. He is admirable because he shows that he is fearless. He is
the one to be pursued. He is the one to be respected, for he is the one who has the options and the
ability to walk away at any moment. He understands the worth of his time, attention and energy are
not to be wasted on things and on people that are not worthy of him. After all, with abundance, he is
the prize to be chased and competed for by the women and by the men of the world.

For most guys, having abundance will solve almost all the problems that exist within the typical male
life. No more worries about if a girl does not text you back. No more worries about if a job does not
pay nor treat you well. No more worries about if a person or a group of people may reject and fail
you. No more worries about anything that makes you miserable and unhappy in life. You have other
options. You have other better things to do, to care for. You have others things to give a fuck about.
A man with options is often a man who possess the power to dictate and with it, comes the gateway
towards freedom and living a deserving and fulfilling life.

The Path Towards The Abundance Mentality
It is easy to achieve the abundance mentality when you actually have abundance. But real abundance
isn't about having all the options now. Real abundance is about having the ability to generate options
successfully and consistently in the future, and with it, comes the ability to reject a certain option
should it not be of quality or your interest, with or without the state of abundance. This is the core of
what it means to possess the abundance mindset, the power to be fearless of losing and of rejection
and even of regrets, in order to get the best among the averages, the dimes among the dirt. True
abundance is living in the abundance of quality over quantity.
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Achieving abundance is hard when you have nothing and you start with nothing, which is the case for
the majority of men today. Achieving true abundance is even harder for it requires blood, sweat and
tears and without the strengths of your own internals, you are bound to lose the battle and give up.
Realize that, there will be day where you will have to walk away even when you do not have other
options. Realize that, there will be day where you will have to pursue your dream and goals even
when there is no other plans or support to back you up. Realize that, there will be day you where you
will have to prepare yourself to reject or to be rejected, to criticize or to be criticized and to hurt or to
be hurt in order to build yourself towards the path of true abundance.

Developing True Abundance
So understand that achieving the abundance mindset is not just through a change of condition, but a
change of the mind, that leads towards the build-up of a confident man who is well-aware of his value
and his capacity to either get something or to let go. This means that in becoming that man, you must
develop both the internal and the external of yourself. True abundance can not exist without one or
another. The way you conquer the external is to take action. The way you champion the internal is to
recognize and develop your potentials and your self-worth. Both processes will involve pain, for it is
what always required to reach success, pains from failing, pains from falling, pains from having
nothing and pains from being alone at times.

Conclusion: The Journey
Part of developing an abundance mentality is making peace with the fact that you're going to be alone
until you're not. You will have to master the ability to be alone, to spend time focusing and improving
yourself, and when being alone becomes your contentment, you will be able to face any challenges
and obstacles that lie within the chaos of the external world. During that time, build yourself a life.
One where contentment flows between activities, hobbies, purposes and passions which makes up the
majority of your life and focus. This is the base in which you return if things become hard and
overwhelming. Jumping from one option to another is never a sustainable strategy. Jumping from one
option back to your own sources of contentment is the strategy towards true abundance and
ultimately in living a fulfilling and happy life.
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Disney's Sofia the First
3 upvotes | October 28, 2015 | by English85 | Link | Reddit Link

Anyone seen Sofia the First? Its on Disney Jr in the UK. Latina daughter of a single mother has a new
King step dad and has to learn to be a princess and fit in to her new Royal family. Just like when
Prince William, heir to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, married a single
mother. Oh wait - that never happened - high status men never wife up single mothers. Sofia the First
is pure Disney fantasy for broken families.
I'm not a hardcore red pill parent, my daughter can watch what she wants to an extent. She thinks
Sofia the first is shit though, good.
Seriously consider buying Disney stock though, they got Star Wars and Marvel on the cheap and
remain the masters of exploiting IP...
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Best Redpill sports/activities for kids?
3 upvotes | May 19, 2017 | by Idunnowhy2 | Link | Reddit Link

My wife & I both grew up playing soccer. I don't think soccer or other team sports accomplish the
goals I have for my kids. I want my kids to learn how to create their own success as an individual,
where soccer/baseball/football (too many concussions anyway) are now mostly 'trophy for everyone'
'share the burden' social gatherings for lazy parents, IMO.
I want my kids to do an individual sport - tennis, swimming, for my son - wrestling or bjj. If I have an
unathletic kid, I dunno - chess club or theater, I guess?
Obviously, their interests and abilities will drive which one specifically. What are some other great
'redpill' sports/activities?
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Bringing (below) average guys into the world
3 upvotes | July 24, 2018 | by Codrean | Link | Reddit Link

This question was on my mind for quite some time now, and I'd like to hear the opinions of others
who don't do that well in the natural looks department.
It's often said that because of hypergamy gone crazy, the life of the average guy (even more of the
below average ) is going to suck in terms of dating because of the 80/20 rule. And as much as we like
to cope, that's an important aspect of life. As a below average guy in terms of facial aesthetics, I can
confirm this claim. Lifting for enough time too yet it seems guys with good face do better even if
skinny.
Personally, I always knew that I want to raise a family of my own, but I'm starting to have second
thoughts.
Below average guys have to go through thousands of hours of work, just to reach what hot guys have
for simply existing. As much as we like to deny, a good part of self esteem comes from confirmation
too. It's clear who is more likely to have a greater quality of life, at least during youth when it's less
about beta providing and more about alpha fucks.
Do you think it's better to skip the family part as an ugly guy and just enjoy life in other ways?
On one hand I want to have a family, on the other hand I'd rather not continue the curse of ugly. It
would hurt seeing my kids or grandkids hang themselves if they'd inherit my looks. Can't help but
feel selfish for wanting kids ever.
Before jumping on me with the feel good bullshit: this post is not me feeling sorry for myself. I know
I'll make it because I'm hard working. Later than most, but I'll make it.
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Dating a mother of 2 daughters. Looking for Red Pill insight
and experiences.
3 upvotes | July 12, 2019 | by anonuman | Link | Reddit Link

Growing in to a home with 3 girls. Looking for some Rational Male perspective on being a Step to a
9yo and 13yo.
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Are You Really The Prize?
3 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm more of a speaker so check out this link: https://youtu.be/8qilvhwsQ0U
if you prefer to listen. Let me know what you think about the message down here or preferably in the
youtube comments.
Introduction
In the manosphere, the concept of "You are the prize" is often advocated for men who want to find
success in many aspects of life, whether that is in dating, in social relationship or in a career. It is
usually prescribed to men who are victims of a conditioning mindset, always prioritizing others needs
and feelings before his own, which is often the cause of men perpetual exhibition of undesirable
behaviours such as chasing and pedestalizing women that we see in the modern world today. In many
sense, the prize mentality sets the foundation for an alternative and arguably, a better way of thinking
for men about his roles within the external world, to get what he wants, and to achieve what he
desires
The Prize Mentality
"Being the prize", the modern man can think differently and have higher regards for himself, and by
doing so, in theory, he is expected to translate those thoughts and beliefs into the manifestation of
characteristics and actions that are psychologically perceived as more superior and of higher quality.
This display of great self-esteem becomes his way of communicating to others, both on a conscious
and subconscious level, giving a great impression of who he may be and what he might capable of.
That is a powerful way of influencing how people view and treat you, as a prize that glows with
greatness and potential. as a prize that demands respect and admiration. That is a prize to be
competed for and chased after by others.
Limitation of The Prize Mentality
This is in accordance with law 34 in the 48th law of power: Be Royal in Your Own Fashion: Act Like
a King to Be Treated Like One. "You are the prize/I am the prize" is a powerful mindset, and its
effect is as real and undeniable by most. However, like many other guidances within the manosphere,
the prize mentality is only advised as a tool, and it being a tool will require you to understand and
more importantly, be skilful with it, that is to know its potential and its limitations. Knowing how to
use a hammer does not make you a great builder, and likewise, having "the prize" mentality does not
actually make you the prize, and with it failing to critically and objectively address if you are actually
the prize or not is one of the biggest limitations that the advocate of the prize mentality experiences
among men.
Are You Really The Prize?
Ask yourself the question: Are you really the prize? Perhaps in the short term, it does not matter, but
for most men out there, the ability to give a definite answer will likely determine if they can truly
internalize such a powerful mindset. Acting like the prize while not actually being the prize is no
different than living in delusion, and while that does not defy its utility, the internalization process
becomes a life long struggle when your set of beliefs and behaviours are backed up by nothing that
reflects your true reality. Thinking "You are the prize" when you truly and deeply believe that you are
not will either send you a ticket straight back to your miserable self or keep you in a state of
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delusional, never getting anywhere far or achieving anything meaningful.
The Truth About The Prize Mentality
No amount of repetition of "You are the prize" will make you the prize. No amount of encouragement
of "You are the prize" from others will make you the prize. No amount of "fake it til you make it"
will actually make you the prize. As a man living in a modern and feminized world, adopting
something that is at the core of the way women think and believes is a disaster to a man's life and his
success. Yes, unfairly, it works for women for many reasons, but not without consequences of course,
yet this difference between how a man and a woman get to becomes the prize is the true harsh reality
that most men can not comprehend nor accept coming into the space of the manosphere.
As a man, you can not just be the prize. You have to become the prize. To have the prize mentality
embedded within you, to act like a prize, to think like a prize, to behave like a prize, consistently,
continuously across all situations and over a period of a lifetime, you have to actually build yourself
to a point where you are reinforced with progress and success to confidently believe that you are,
always have been or can potentially become the prize. Just like how respect is earned and not given.
The prize is never given to you. You have to go and chase it. You have to earn it. You have to
become it. There is no shortcut for men to achieve what he wants, what he puts in life is what he gets.
Conclusion
If you don't want to put in the work, settle for mediocrity. If you don't want to be exceptional, settle
for conformity. If you don't want to become great, settle for the lesser prize. You don't just wake up
one day and think you are the prize. You wake up every day to become the prize yourself, and not
just any prize, but the prize you want to be. What you have achieved, how far you have gone and who
you have become will be the living proofs for the internalization process of the prize mentality within
yourself. The point is to never in doubt of yourself ever, but in doing so you need to show that you
are truly worth it, not just to other people, but to yourself, because you are your mental point of
origin.
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Sit still and be quiet vs quietly playing during church, when
people are over, etc.
2 upvotes | November 30, 2014 | by thelotusknyte | Link | Reddit Link

Recently I was called out by a family member because I didn't make my almost three-year-old son sit
still and be quiet when a couple of guys from my church came over to visit us, (see how I reacted
based upon my description of my inability to maintain frame in my previous post on /r/asktrp).
My inclination was to let him play as long as he was relatively quiet. My family member (not my
wife) told me after, like I said, that I should have had him sit down and be quiet.
I have a vague sense of dissatisfaction with teaching him to just sit and be quiet when he doesn't even
understand what the grownups are talking about. But I have to admit that her justification that it was
important to do that with children to help them learn self control etc at a young age seemed like a
valid point.
Anyone care to weigh in on this? Thanks.
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My dad keeps shit testing me what to do?
2 upvotes | September 14, 2017 | by QuasarAL | Link | Reddit Link

Has been some months since i swallowed the pill, im 19 and for me has been like an epiphany...
I admit that i went a little bit "rambo" on this stuff but everyone in my family accepted the "changes"
that i made except one, my father.
I never discussed TRP with anyone, i just changed my way to think and act, so far i feel in charge of
myself, amazing...
The only problem is my father who shit test me like a girl 24H/week, i adopted the basic stuff "AA
and Ignore" but he still keeps going after all this time... i dont mind it, i can manage it, but i would
like a little bit of peace (2 weeks and im going away from home for college) so its not like i will deal
with this a lot in the future.
My dad is a super bluepill yada yada... what would you do in my pants?
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Combative children, social isolation and a failure in leadership.
2 upvotes | February 9, 2017 | by RelapsedBeta | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction
I have a question for any Red Pill dads out there. I am a married father of two (F9 & M7). I have been
married for ten years now, Red Pill aware for four. Unsurprisingly, my Red Pill transformation
greatly improved my marriage from 1/10 to a damn near 9/10 on the quality scale. There is always
room for improvement.
My Question
My question regards some difficulties I am having leading my 9 year old daughter. Specifically, I am
having a hard time leading her in the direction of our family mission/vision. Despite various tactics I
am having no success with her and am turning to you all for some insight. It has gotten to the point
that I am considering getting her a therapist.
Issues
The issue at hand is that she is a very combative little girl. I am not talking about a little moxie here. I
am talking about being so combative, holding grudges long term, being so short tempered that she
has socially ostracized herself. Not only that, but my first mate is really struggling to find any
kindness towards her. My daughter is very easily distracted which leads to us both having to remind
her to do the simplest tasks multiple times. This is very exhausting, as you can well imagine.
Combined with the combativeness, her inability to concentrate and her horrific sloppiness she has
taken to lying.
Concerns
My number one concern is her social isolation. She has never been able to maintain any sort of
friendship. She makes friends easily; many little girls her age live within walking distance of our
home. However, before long there is some sort of conflict and my daughter holds grudges for months,
which seems like an unnaturally long time. I worry about the impact of the social isolation on her self
esteem. I cannot remember the last time she was invited over to someone’s house for a play-date, or a
birthday party.
My Actions so Far
So far, I have met with her teachers to inquire as to her progress in school, both academically and
socially. My daughter’s teacher re-assured me that she is performing well, in fact, nearly at the top of
her class. Socially, she is not doing well and her teacher expressed some concern. I have attempted
talking with her about her conflicts with her peers, advising her to take the “honey as opposed to
vinegar” approach to making friends. I have made deals with her to dress well and do her hair in
order to avoid bullying about her appearance, which can be quite sloppy. I have taken up hobbies
with her that allow us to spend a great deal of time together, play board games with her, read books
she is interested in so as to be able to discuss them with her. I have signed her up for sports and
events which I thought would improve her confidence and self esteem: jiu-jitsu and triathlon.
Can You Help Me
Can anyone see what I am missing? Can anyone give me some advice on how to proceed? My efforts
are obviously not bearing any fruit. I fear that my leadership is not enough in this case. I hope to get
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some advice from some Red Pill aware dads before I approach a therapist on my daughter’s behalf. I
have some obvious fears about therapists: medication, antithetical values etc.
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Whoa this is a tough one
2 upvotes | September 5, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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What is red pill parenting
2 upvotes | February 29, 2020 | by Luv_Byte | Link | Reddit Link

Is there a general consensus in this community? & how do you feel about the term "stepford"?
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I’m 16 year old boy and I’ve recently become red pilled or I’m
transferring from blue pill to red pill I recently picked up a
book called no more mr nice guy and I relate to it because I
realized I do it a lot but my mom nor dad agree with red pill
lifestyle I mean they do acknowledge
2 upvotes | March 10, 2020 | by DDronewar | Link | Reddit Link

how men are treated in society and the double standards men and women have but they don’t agree
with every red pill statement any help convincing theme I have two sisters and I told them I don’t
support feminism and that I’m a equalist they got upset about it and so is my mom
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Teenagers and abstract thinking
2 upvotes | March 31, 2020 | by guebesa | Link | Reddit Link

Hi guys i am working on an assay about the lack of abstract thinking on teenagers and how this relate
to the decisions they make, would you be interest in this kind of material?
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Can you help with forgotten book title please?
1 upvotes | October 29, 2017 | by Santas_sub | Link | Reddit Link

Hi, I saw a book recommended on here about boundary parenting, written by a guy named Jon; I
think, can't remember his full name nor the title of the book. It has some Christian teaching in it but
doesn't preach heavily. Anyone help please?
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Don’t let folk tear u
1 upvotes | April 3, 2018 | by Warlord211bbc | Link | Reddit Link

My name is James, partly do not let anybody bring you down even if it is your own mother, my
including story is I’m cutthroat to other people except to my mom and she took that kindness as a
weakness I recently found out that she put nsaids in my food to induce a illness and got a doctor to
inject me with hiv, prevented me from exercising and causing stress and even went as far as putting
my life in danger and using threats of death to control and going crazy went around town lying on my
name and breaking me up with my closest friends and told everyone I was gay if u experience any of
that in life it isn’t love even from your parent leave at once. And if u have a choice live with your dad
he will teach life values at least and not make u do stuff that involves their own self interest listen to
me or it will be too late
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Where do you shop for your daughters?
1 upvotes | December 17, 2018 | by Zegiknie | Link | Reddit Link

What are your favorite looks?
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Death of the family.
1 upvotes | November 21, 2018 | by wowyouredumblol | Link | Reddit Link

I frequent r/parenting and r/beyondthebump and it astonishes me. Stay at home mothers complaining
because their husband is providing for the family and in their opinion doesn't change enough diapers
or vaccuum enough or speaks to her harshly in an argument that we are only hearing one side of.. and
what do women do? Jump on the bandwagon of LEAVE HIS ASS!! THATS ABUSIVE!! TAKE HIS
KIDS AND HIS CHILD SUPPORT AND GET ALIMONY! If you mention the possibility of
relationship counseling, taking steps to save the relationship, you're enabling an abuser. Downvotes
all around.
This is the norm in 2018.
It's no wonder the family unit is falling apart. No one is even attempting to fix their shit, if it's not
perfect, get a divorce. On to the next one.
I hope some of these women get hit smack dab in the face with the reality of being a 30 something
divorcee with two kids. Now you're not going to get help with your vaccuming AND you're going to
have to get a damn job and raise your kids with no father in the house. How is that the better option
than working out an imperfect relationship? I feel bad for kids in this day & age.
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A Mennonite woman describes how she and her husband
managed to raise 6 children, despite their own imperfections
1 upvotes | April 11, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

http://dorcassmucker.blogspot.com/2015/04/mop-day-8-8-foolproof-steps-for-raising.html
She lays out in detail how inadequate she felt compared to some of her peers who just seemed to be
cool, efficient, and have it all together, but how focusing on the big picture items made it work out.
The bullet points, described in more detail inside.

I chose a good man to be their dad1.
We read to the children2.
We were the mom and dad3.
We made them work4.
We let them ask questions5.
We let them know we loved them6.
We let them figure out their own entertainment7.

And so on
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Gave my 15 y/o the Red Pill and now he says he is an
"herbivorous MGTOW" with no interest in the "nasty entitled
princesses" his age. Should I be concerned?
1 upvotes | June 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

A warning to parents and a question. If you understand nothing else know this: The Red Pill cannot
be un-swallowed.
My 16 y/o son is an impressive young man and Alpha as fuck. He is a Cessna Pilot and landed a
plane solo for the first time on his 16th Birthday- even before he got his driver's license. He is a
starting football defensive lineman at a large school that routinely goes to the State championships.
He is great looking (no parental bias, seriously) and chiseled like a rock over every square inch of his
body from lifting weights. He has a full beard and an IQ of 130 with a knack for researching deep
political issues (at least he got something from me). He has loads of friends and our house is full of
boisterous young boys all weekend long, usually deep into the night.
However, when he tries to talk to any girl his age they roll their eyes and turn away from him.
I saw the problem right away- pedastalizing, nervous sexuality, terrified to speak with a good looking
girl- and gave him "Day Bang" which he devoured. He keeps a "game" notebook and took notes
throughout the book.
Here is the real problem. When he started using game with girls he was so put off with how well it
worked he now tells me he is giving up girls until he can fly his plane- he doesn't actually have one
yet but he will, probably as a graduation present- to Asia or Eastern Europe and find a "real" woman.
"None of those entitled little princesses are going to tie me down that's for sure. Fuck them."
My son has never been divorce-raped. He has never had any really bad experiences with women. His
family is intact and his father and mother have a loving, passionate relationship (since I took the Red
Pill last year anyway). His mother takes him to lunch alone almost every week and they have a great
relationship. Yet he has no interest in girls. None. I remember at that age that was the only thing I
could think about. I don't understand and wonder: Should I be concerned or does my teenage son
have the right idea?
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LTR’s problem child.
1 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by RoccoPinkman | Link | Reddit Link

LTRs kid is a problem child. I have my own child with my ex and a child with my LTR, LTR has a 9
year old boy. We do not live together, when we spend time together 3 days a week he stays with his
grandparents or occasionally stays here with us. His behaviour is her fault he’s had substandard up
bringing she was a young mother and had I not been a beta faggot when I met her I would never have
gotten with a single mum. But that’s by the by now I did and we have a child together.
His father is semi present. He doesn’t pay towards his upbringing or have any meaningful role. (But I
don’t pay for him either so that’s none of my business)
Other two kids are great, my 12 year old is bright and doing well in school. Our 2 year old is also
bright and learning fast. This child is not bright he’s behind in school and misbehaves every chance
he gets. He hits the baby. when I’m there he’s good as gold but when he’s with his mum he is a
nightmare.
My question is this: how much responsibility for this should i assume. My own kids are fed and taken
care of which is my priority over anything. I knew she had a kid when I met her so I’m not
complaining I just want to know what the opinion is wether I should be trying to discipline him or I
should just leave it to her as it’s not affecting my own children. Granted I do feel for him but it is not
my priority.
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WHY MOST FEMINIST HAVE MOMMY ISSUES | 52 Red-
flags to the Obsessively Clingy Woman | Relationships
1 upvotes | March 8, 2020 | by thevalentineyear | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/s32Fi1-PJoY
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Why Men Today Must Demand Respect
1 upvotes | July 7, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

If you would prefer to listen instead of reading then check out this link:
https://youtu.be/V30OdYcgTgg
Let me know your opinion down here or on the youtube comments.

Introduction: What is Respect To A Man
A man does not need love. What he needs is respect. Without it, he is no man, but a boy to be loved
for who he is, his pure existence. Yet no boys last forever. As he grows, he must become a man and
as he becomes a man of value, he must demand respect to get what he wants and live a life that he
deserved. It is this deep sense of appreciation and admiration of his qualities, abilities and
achievements that makes a male feel truly like a man, filled with pride, confidence, strength and
courage. It is this form of respect from others that build and reinforced his status as a champion of the
world, leader of the tribe, father of the family and the man of the relationship.
Just like how love is important to a woman, respect is everything to a man, for it literally defines who
he is, where he stands and how successful he is in living his life. Yet not all man are to be respected,
for not every man are deemed as respectable. In many cultures, the achieved manhood status is what
earned a man respect from others. A guy is born male, but he must become a man, either through
rituals that put him in trials and tribulations or by performing manly deeds and living up to the
cultural standards.

Why Does Respect Important To A Man?
It is by demonstrating his values through competence, physical prowess, creative intelligence,
dominance or social proof that makes him worthy of the respect. This is not fiction nor a social script
but years of evolution that have instilled within the male biology to compete and strive towards a
higher position in the dominance hierarchy. Historically speaking, the higher our status, the more
access we had to resources, money, land, power and women, hence the higher the chance of surviving
and passing down our genes. This is why respect goes a long way for a man's life as it can either
build or destroy his reputation, which consequently will affect him, his family, his tribe and the
quality of life in which they live.
In the past, it could mean the difference between life and death. In today's world, it still means the
difference between living a fulfilling or a miserable life. This masculine form of respect is what all
men desire. It is no coincidence that humanity has depended on it for centuries to create the great
among men and transform boys into men of substance, capable of leading, building, protecting and
providing towards the civilization we see today.

Respect In Modern Society
However, within the modern society, the concept of respect no longer hold the same values nor any
rationalized and fact-based principles. Instead, it is diminished and replaced with another that appeal
more to the feelings. It is no longer a determination of one's merits or performances, nor an
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admiration for one accomplishment and success, but as a courtesy, a gesture, a social deed that
applies to anyone and everyone no matters their differences.
Respect today is a collectivist concept, aligned more with the feminine and the equalists that
discourages the idea that anyone is greater or lesser than others. It is a core belief celebrated by
feminists and effeminate men who believe in the default setting of respect, which is always on and is
given to everybody no matter what. It is the due regard for the feelings, wishes, rights, or traditions of
others. It is based on "grace" which has a social value yet means little as a functional value that
required to determine the best, the most competent and the most capable. Ultimately, to them, respect
is something to be given and not needed to be earned.

Respect is Earned, Not Given
Yet as there exists too much circulation, prices go down. The same goes with respect, given out
freely and cheaply and it will become worthless, especially from a masculine perspective. As men,
we can never be fully social conditioned into this ideal of respect for we have to carry the burden of
performance throughout our entire lives. As men, we can never assume this to truly apply to us for
we have to grow and live in a fact-based reality. As men, we can never afford to think delusionally
and remains within the bubble of our own for we can not just be, but we must become. As men, we
can never give credits where it is not due for respect for us is always something to be earned and
never given.
As harsh as it may sound to live the life of a man, it is these reasons that allow us to dictate our own
lives and live in ways in which we want to live. It is the values we create and brings through the
burden of performance that makes us think, act and behave like the prize. It is the hardships, the
failures and ultimately the success and accomplishment that makes us deserved of the masculine
respect, the appreciation, the admiration and the recognition of who we have become and where we
have gone in life. So as a man, you must demand respect, not by just exist, but by improving and
living up to your potential, to then develop yourself into a high-value man who is respected among
all.

Conclusion: The Starting Point of Respect.
Yet to be able to reach such status and get the respect you want, you must be able to respect yourself.
That is to live by your code of conduct, your fundamental beliefs, your core values and act
accordingly to your masculine desires. To respect yourself is to do the right things according to you,
not because of others. It is this sense of pride and confidence in yourself that it is either your way or
the high way. It is to believe in your worth and live past what others may say or judge. It is to live a
life stop giving so much fuck as a man of value.
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The Problem With Modern Feminized Men
1 upvotes | August 8, 2021 | by nguy0105 | Link | Reddit Link

If you would prefer to listen instead of reading then check out this link:
https://youtu.be/LJvkOBOJYgQ
Let me know your opinion down here or on the youtube comments.

Introduction: The Feminized Men
A man does not seek relationships. He does not ask for a relationship nor he should ever qualify
himself for one. A man who seeks a relationship is a weak man, who has lost touch with the
masculine, and been feminized in the way he thinks and acts. What he wants is what a woman needs,
love, security and commitment, all the things that satisfy the feminine, and yet, every day he wonders
why women do not find him attractive and desirable and why he constantly fails in establishing a
long term, healthy relationships.

The Nature Of Men and Women
Being a man, seeking love and validations is not just a turn off, often fueled by desperation, but also a
manifestation of the path of life in which he walks that run contrary to his own nature. A man is
naturally masculine and a woman is naturally feminine. They are the polar opposite and that's what
creates attractions among one and another. Unlike femininity, masculinity does not seek comforts nor
commitment. What it seeks is freedom, through making progress, achieving goals and chasing
excellence. So to a feminine woman, a man who eagerly pursues relationships is an effeminate man
who has no purposes, no missions and no drive in life. He, like the masculine woman, is the
unwanted one in a sexual relationship.

The State of Modern Feminized Men
This is, unfortunately, the case for many modern men today, conditioned to be relationship-focused
instead of mission-focused and grow up being taught to live like a woman instead of striving for a life
of a man. Never before, we see generations of men who are so obsessed with the idea of love, finding
the one and creating the perfect relationship. Never before, we see so many men who put women on
pedestals and try to qualify to her for the validations, for the commitment and for the sex. Never
before, we see so many men who subscribe to the Disney fairy tales that tell them to do everything
and sacrifice anything to be with this one woman that is so-called their soulmates.

We all know these kinds of guys, the guy who would stagnate his education and purposes to be with
the woman, the guy who would spend less time with the brothers to spend more time with that one
woman, the guy who would quit gyms, abandon his hobbies and put off his dream to dedicate his
entire life to the one and only woman, who is now the centre of his life and his sole reason for
wanting to exist. Ironically, these are the same guys who would get left behind by their peers and
many times by their own women because they have lost a sense of themselves, of what it means to be
masculine and of how it is to live as a desirable man.
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The Harsh Truth For Men
The matter of fact is no woman wants another woman in a relationship. Opposite attracts and similar
repeals. Being feminine, you risk killing attractions with a woman whom her nature always want her
to be feminine. As a man, you must get in touch with your masculinity and sprinkle it all over your
life, to not only remains attractive and desirable to the feminine but to live a happy and satisfying life
that is in accordance with your nature. Once you grasp the way of the masculine, you will realize that
fulfilment does not come through love, a relationship nor a woman, but it is through purpose, mission
and the drive to succeed in life.

Conclusion: What Does It Means To Be A Masculine Men?
A masculine man does not have time to seek, nor beg nor qualify to a woman. If anything she must
qualify to him, she must ask him, she must beg him for his attention, for his love and for his
commitment just how her nature wants her to be. It's her job to seek for the relationship while it is his
job to decide if she is worthy of it or not. Being a masculine man, your focus should never be fixated
on her or the relationship, but on yourself and on building and creating values that are respectable and
recognized by society and by others men. She may be the gatekeeper of sex, but you are the
gatekeeper of commitment and as you build yourself into a high calibre of man, nobody can dictate
your life and freedom but you and you only.

Embrace your masculinity and let it flow within every thought and action you make in life.
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A video to inspire dads to be the example for their kids
1 upvotes | August 27, 2021 | by RyanHorgan | Link | Reddit Link

Dad', be the example
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Lessons for my son by Rollo Tomassi
0 upvotes | May 21, 2014 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link

http://therationalmale.com/2014/02/07/lessons-for-my-son/
This is our inaugural post, so have at it.
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Fatherhood by Luigi Zoja
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by manofdepth | Link | Reddit Link

I am just about to finish a book entitled Luigi Zoja - The Father - Historical Psychological Amazon
Link Scribd Link
I've been looking into books which define Masculinity for some time now. This eventually led me to
look into Fatherhood. Again, I am highlighting key ideas, if you want to go in depth, please read the
book.
Here are some concepts that stood out significantly from reading this book.
1) Manhood/Fatherhood initially established two separate mental states Prior to our species
entering civilizations; both Men and Women lived freely in nature. At a certain stage, it was found to
be more beneficial for a Man and a Woman to pair with each other; both gained benefits for pairing
with one-another. Man for access to the woman's body and woman for man's protection. A mark
distinction suddenly appeared between both sexes. Women were confined to the role of mother and
left to hold the "house". Man on the other hand created a split in his own mental faculties. One which
lead him outside into the unknown where he went hunting for food; the other which was to stay at
home, raise and care for his mate and offspring. Men had to keep both worlds apart as one did not go
with the other. His mind was split into two: one which was adapted at facing the unpredictable, at
having a state of readiness, a truly wild man; while his other state which is Fatherhood was slowly
constructed to maintain a healthy and strong family, and eventually further extending into the larger
community.
2) Manhood/Fatherhood is an artificial/social construct and is not based in nature This then
goes to say that Fatherhood had to be invented and elaborately sketched out to form the civil body of
society. Fatherhood is closely attached to civilization itself. In ancient times such as Greece and
Rome, for a Man to be considered part of Society, he had to become a father. The Father then, was a
body of knowledge which formed a mental state which was passed down from generation to
generation. In turn, a father had to be responsible for the task of raising his son and provide for him to
eventually join the great lineage of the patriarchy. Failure to do so, that is, failure to provide guidance
to the future generations and to maintain a continuity with the ancient traditions equated with a
collapse of the Father in his artificial role and in turn, at large, with greater society if all members
were in this state. (May I say that this is what we are seeing today?) Once more,
Manhood/Fatherhood is the memory of the past passed down from Father to Son in order not to
return to an animal state; where a return to an animal state of being is both a failure and a regression
in society.
3) Manhood/Fatherhood is defined by wearing the "armor" In his book, the author attempts to
portray Fatherhood as being the person who wears the armor. The Father, as seen from the eyes of a
son is an invincible figure. Failure for the father to maintain this invincibility in the eyes of his son
would create a form of contempt. The Father in itself is the link from the family to the larger society.
A father which fails within society looses all respect and in turn his role as a Father, for if the Father
does not succeed, what is his role again? The author illustrates his point by relating it with the story
of Achilles and Hector from the Lliad. Hector is demonstrated as being the ideal Father in ancient
Greek mythology. Hector knew he was to face defeat at the hands of Achilles if he was to face him;
but it was his duty for him to do so. Him not doing so, would mean the cessation of his role within
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Society, he represents it. His alternative was to return with the Women and flee the scene.
The Author shows a scene where Hector rejoins his wife and son. Hector, wearing his full armor,
approaches his son rapidly and immediately the son cries. Hector then realizes his mistake and
removes his helmet, the son rejoices at the sight of his Father. Why is this so? This is an allusion to
the facts stated above that a Father has two states: One outside the family and one inside. If he is to
return to his family with his outside figure, he will frignen his relatives, he must be able to slightly
remove his armor amongst them; though not fully, for he must remain both the Man and the Father.
The Father or Man, must always wear his armor, outside and inside the family, though once returned
to his relatives, he must reveal himself occasionally as one of them.
Fatherhood is a social construct and must be instructed by the Father to the Son; the torch must be
passed. The continuation of this body of knowledge is what builds society, failure to do so means the
total collapse of all our establishments, where it be institutional or even more closely related to the
personal character of the Man himself.
Failure for a father to remove his armor in front of his son will annihilate his son to access the greater
society.
Already said in other books; Males must be initiated into Manhood. Women have two great marks in
their lives which naturally initiates them further (Menstrual Cycle and Pregnancy); Men do not have
this. Men of our ancient times had to invent artificial means for the uninitiated Male to past from a
former state to the next.
tldr: Review of some highlights from the book "Luigi Zoja - The Father - Historical
Psychological"
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8 Rules for Happy Fatherhood
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by RedPillMotors | Link | Reddit Link

The following is just good common sense. It was originally written up as a personal response to some
of the things I've witnessed as a father but have updated it with TRP terms to facilitate understanding.
This is essentially a personal reminder. As with anything on this or any sub, take it with a grain of
salt.
I’ve read rather a lot of comments, articles, etc. on the internet and in magazines that portray
parenthood and fatherhood in a negative light. I have been to enough PTA related events to have
heard similar gripes from guys, and been in enough meetings with business associates who
relentlessly bitch about their kids to see the common connection. It’s probably obvious what the
common connection between all the unhappy fathers I’ve met and read in print is. They’re all Beta’s.

Marry Well. This should be obvious. IQ is highly hereditary. Emotional stability is based upon1.
the children modeling themselves and their interactions with others on what they see. If mom is
a depressed hamster-ing cognitive dumpster fire, even if you’re a genius on the level of
Einstein mom is going to rub off in some way on your kids. Choose wisely. If you never find
someone who measures up, don’t marry and spin plates.
Introduce Causality Early. Cause and effect. You act like a turd, you lose stuff. You act well,2.
you get it back. You flip me and your mom shit you don’t get to do things. You behave as we
ask and you get those back. This starts from the moment they can interact verbally. They will
throw fits, but you must treat these as you would any other shit test by being calm and firm and
not budging once your discipline has been handed down by either parent. This continues into
the tween years though sometimes isn't so cut and dry. As an example, I like it when my
daughter challenges authority with a logical argument. It doesn't mean I give into her, it just
means I acknowledge she made a great case then make a rational decision after that.
Self improvement rubs off. A near constant discussion with my son is “that the best you’ve3.
got?” He gets pissed. He tries harder. You can only ask this if you can personally do better in
whatever endeavor is in question. This isn’t always a good idea in all situations (I can’t draw,
and my son has won awards for it) but I do question him if he took his time and what he thinks
he could improve. Instilling the constant analysis, evaluation, and logic early makes for a self
evaluating kid that doesn’t care what the other kids up the road are up to. If your son hears you
evaluate your own work critically they will begin to do it with their own work without any
other reinforcement. “I did Ok on this part, this other part looks good. Next time I think I’ll do
Y differently. Life is a learning process”. It’s funny hearing your child say similar things to
their friends, but if you do this they will.
Withhold praise. It’s not that you should never praise your children, it’s that they must4.
understand from an early age that there are standards that must be met in order to earn a “well
done” or an “I’m proud of you”. Kids shit test constantly from birth. They’re looking for
boundaries incessantly. Consistency is the main thing, and you must always be consistent.
Clapping for a strikeout is bullshit. Stop doing it. In the face of failure, give them a critique
instead: that second pitch was out of the strike zone, try and hold off on pitches like that next
time.” Then, when they actually do as directed, give them the reinforcement they’re looking
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for: “You didn’t get a hit, but you didn’t swing at the pitch you missed the time before either.
That’s an improvement, now let’s work on [X] (pat on the back)”
Showing affection is completely ok. Being Alpha doesn’t mean that you’re aloof at least in5.
terms of your children. Hugs are good. Kids need them. Don’t feel weird about it. I see a lot of
awkwardly displayed affection from Dad’s – it’s like they don’t know if it’s alright or not. It’s
fine. You will never get to the level of attachment that children feel with their mothers, but that
doesn’t mean that you can’t be kind and loving.
Own it when you fuck up. Your kids are human, and they will make huge mistakes. If you6.
make a mistake and then explain to them not only why you messed up, but how you’re going to
go about correcting the mistake, they will be better prepared to deal with their own. Frame is
relative when it comes to children. They will model how to deal with emotions and failure
based on how you deal with emotions and failure. Be the guy who accepts what he can’t fix,
but does the best he can to correct issues and move forward and explain that this is what you’re
doing.
Don’t lie to them about the world. The natural instinct is to protect them from ugliness. You7.
can’t. There are things about human life that are disgusting. I’m not saying you need to scare
the hell out of them with the ugliness of the world, but they will hear things out and about, and
they will ask you questions. Being honest about those with your children ensures that they
aren’t surprised when they encounter terrible people in real life when you aren’t there. If they
ask you a question about why someone did something bad, answer them as best as you are
capable of even if that answer is “I don’t know son, but that’s not something I would want you
to ever do.”
Unplug. Do stuff with them. Minimize TV. Encourage activity. No fucking smart phones. If8.
you’re on a long drive a video is fine, sure, but that shouldn’t be the default on a Monday
evening unless all other homework, activities, etc. are done and they’ve cleaned up their crap.
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Gave my 16 y/o son the Red Pill: Now he says he is an
herbivorous MGTOW and has no interest in the "entitled
princesses" his age. Is her right? Or should I be concerned?
0 upvotes | June 4, 2014 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link

A warning to parents and a question. If you understand nothing else know this: The Red Pill cannot
be un-swallowed.
My 16 y/o son is an impressive young man and Alpha as fuck. He is a Cessna Pilot and landed a
plane solo for the first time on his 16th Birthday- even before he got his driver's license. He is a
starting football defensive lineman at a large school that routinely goes to the State championships.
He is great looking (no parental bias, seriously) and chiseled like a rock over every square inch of his
body from lifting weights. He has a full beard and an IQ of 130 with a knack for researching deep
political issues (at least he got something from me). He has loads of friends and our house is full of
boisterous young boys all weekend long, usually deep into the night.
However, when he tries to talk to any girl his age they roll their eyes and turn away from him.
I saw the problem right away- pedastalizing, nervous sexuality, terrified to speak with a good looking
girl- and gave him "Day Bang" which he devoured. He keeps a "game" notebook and took notes
throughout the book.
Here is the real problem. When he started using game with girls he was so put off with how well it
worked he now tells me he is giving up girls until he can fly his plane- he doesn't actually have one
yet but he will, probably as a graduation present- to Asia or Eastern Europe and find a "real" woman.
"None of those entitled little princesses are going to tie me down that's for sure. Fuck them."
My son has never been divorce-raped. He has never had any really bad experiences with women. His
family is intact and his father and mother have a loving, passionate relationship (since I took the Red
Pill last year anyway). His mother takes him to lunch alone almost every week and they have a great
relationship. Yet he has no interest in girls. None. I remember at that age that was the only thing I
could think about. I don't understand and wonder: Should I be concerned or does my teenage son
have the right idea?
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Authoritative parenting
0 upvotes | September 6, 2014 | by dancing_junkie | Link | Reddit Link

Thought i'd drop my personal favorite type of parenting that I believe runs along TRP theory very
nicely. Would love to hear some feed back but this is considered one of the most effective parenting
in psychology to make sure your kid doesnt grow up to be a slutty dumb cunt.
Quick Article http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/authoritative-parenting-affect-children-2160.html
Scholarly Article http://persweb.wabash.edu/facstaff/hortonr/articles%20for%20class/baumrind.pdf
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Guys I need help. Please.
0 upvotes | January 13, 2015 | by Tocktrp | Link | Reddit Link

Hey thanks for checking out my thread. I'll try keep it consise. Background info. I got a girl pregnant
on a one night stand (silly me). She's 28 I'm 23. We were previously aquaintances, we have many
mutual friends. Baby boy dew in the next few weeks.
My problem. She's a complete nutcase. She apparently suffers anxiety and talking to her face to face
is horrible. She will literally sit there and say nothing. I'm lucky to get a nod or a head shake. I hate it.
The only way she communicates with me is via text message, and she can only manage that in the
form of arguing. It's a complete waste of time. When ever I hear from her it's so she can have a go at
me over something. I try to stay firm and not react to her bullshit, but she'll just keep on escalating till
she gets some sort of rise out of me. Her latest is her telling me I don't deserve to be a father and she
doesn't want me or my friends near her baby. I know that's bullshit and she can't bar me from seeing
my kid so I'm not worried. I'm worried that in this country she pretty much gets exclusive rights to be
the primary carer and I'm only able to visit in her home when I can. I'm scared that she's going to
imprint her shitty life values and her extremely immature way of thinking and eventually fucking up
my son mentally.
Obviously I dont want this to happen. But how do I take control of this situation when she's a
completely unreasonable hysterical woman who does not listen to reason?
I need advice from other dads. I'm scared shitless. I know I'm good father material but I'm getting
wrestled out of the picture.
I'm happy to provide any clarifications if you guys need, also have a back catalogue of shit she's tried
to pull on me so if you're interested I'll share those stories too.
Any help is appreciated. Love you guys. No homo.
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Need help
0 upvotes | January 14, 2015 | by MullingMulianto | Link | Reddit Link

I've been looking after a friend's niece for a while.
She has a very.. unfortunate way of handling things. She has a habit of doing everything BUT the
solution to the problem.
For example, she has a tooth deformity that makes her jaws look like a crocodile (not making fun,
this is the truth). When she goes to church, everyone refuses to acknowledge that she has a problem
(they hide it with sweet lies of how pretty she is). Her natural parents admonish her for being ugly but
do nothing about it.
As a result, she frantically brushes her hair, and obsessively worries after her looks. She keeps getting
her hair cut and dyed, hoards an insane amount of makeup and cries because she is 'still ugly'.
Thing is, I told her that her hair wasn't the problem, it's the mouth. She refused to admit this for
months until I told her to look at church videos of herself.
Couple days back I told her that she would probably have to go for surgery if she wanted any hope of
fixing it. I advised her that her repeated haircuts were squandering her resources and that her constant
worrying was not helping, because her jaw was the problem, and by refusing to correct her jaw she
was wasting effort on everything except for the problem.
Her hamster instantly went into overdrive. She repeatedly insisted it was hopeless because she was
already too ugly/too old and her skin would sag. She cited extreme fear of every possible
consequence, such as pain, god gave you natural beauty you shouldnt change it, it would limit her
future number of facelifts, etc. And then she started on about how she was better looking than the
fattest girl in her class (which is not untrue) but insists it is reason why she should avoid doing
anything about herself.
She then said I 'always make her stressed out'. When I pointed out I was telling her the truth, she
demanded 'what can I do about it?'
I don't know, get the jaw surgery you're so god damn terrified of? Her parents certainly can afford it.
What do I do to correct this insanity? What do I do if my future kids ever get this kind of neurotic
thinking into their heads?
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Being an Oak in a Pregnancy/Young Kids situation
0 upvotes | April 5, 2015 | by TheGreasyPole | Link | Reddit Link

OK,
This post is riffing off of other posts and comments made over at /r/marriedredpill . I noticed a lot of
guys are crashing in with pregnant wives/young kids lately. Everyone still wants to hear more about
oak moves after I explained the concept in my model post. Wall of Text Warning!
There is clearly an opportunity here because whilst I think "oak moves" ( moves delivering alpha and
beta) are mainly suitable for intermediates I also think they are highly suitable for pregnancy/young
kids situations even if you are still a beginner.
First, the prelims... You knew they were coming, right guys ?
I'm cocky funny. I work by opening my mouth all the time. If you do your work by shutting your
mouth this game may not be suitable for you. I'm not a natural silent type, although I can see the
genius of that game so I am reluctant to advise on these tactics.
Concepts.... An alpha move is a move that demonstrates you are a sexually attractive man. A beta
move is a move that demonstrates she can feel safe in your relationship. Alpha, pussy wettting stuff
underlaid by dopamine. Beta, comfort stuff underlaid by Oxytocin/Vasopressin. Oak moves supply
both Alpha and Beta in a single move.
A fuller explanation is available in my Model post
Pregnant women/Women with very young children are in a state where they are requiring a lot of
beta. To feel safe. To feel the house will be safe for the kids. To feel comfortable. They a bit scared,
bro. Pregnancy and kids is scary shit.
This causes a problem for all us ex-beta's. You know you need to pull beta moves (anything B+) but
you've just dumped that shit! Dumping it is working for you. If you go back to your old A0,B+
moves she's going to be reminded of the old you. You're going to lose that mojo. Dopamine's going to
go way down and she'll consciously/unconsciously be thinking "Oh, here comes that old pussy him
again. Ugh."
The way around this is to use oak moves. A+, B+ moves. You get the beta in there, but as you're
ALSO getting alpha in there she's not reminded of the old you. She's getting what she needs without
you beta-izing yourself again by going into "A0,B+" or "A-,B+" mode.
"Here's your cup of tea honey. Hope you like it" mode.
Oak Moves for Pregnancy
Suggestion 1
Don't wait for the "honey do" list to show up and then work through her list of tasks. Work out what
needs doing yourself, work out a split that seems fair without discussing it, take the manly half of the
split and work through it yourself without being asked/nagged. Just do your list whether the tasks
you've identified are on her personal list of things to do or not.
Then, when you've done what you consider a fair half sit on the sofa and if she's still nagging say
"Hey Hun. It's not my fault I'm a badass efficient housework machine. Fixed that leaky tap. Put kiddy
safety stuff in over there. Put the cot together. Dusted the house. Put 2 loads through the wash/dryer.
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I'm done for now. Come sit down with me, you need a break too. You're working too hard ~put hand
on belly~. How's baby doing. You pulling your weight in there, baby ? I hope you've at least tidied
your uterus this morning."
See what we did there ? We stopped the old "A0, B+" pattern where she gave you a list of beta tasks
and you did them like a good beta.
Now YOU'RE taking charge. YOU'RE deciding whats on the list or not. YOU'RE putting in the
effort required to do it pro-actively. Alpha+
But you're also making the house safe, you're providing beta from an alpha frame. Beta+
The cocky funny stuff at the end is more of the same "I'm looking out for you. Sit down". Taking
control, using control to look out for her. Alpha+. With some beta thrown in "I'm thinking of the baby
and you" Beta+.
All wrapped up with a nice alpha cocky/funny ending that makes her laugh and gets the dopamine
rushing through her veins "Hey, you listening in there ? Hope you're pulling your weight and have at
least cleaned up your uterus this morning, little me".
Suggestion 2
Get active. Get alpha about "A baby's coming. My job is to protect all those weaker than me in my
family unit".
Don't wait for her to bring up all the safety stuff babies need. Plug fillers, drawer/cupboard stopppers,
things that make sharp edges/corners safe for toddlers. Get up "Honey, I'm going out for an hour or
two. I had an idea".
Come back with armfulls of the stuff from the baby shop. "Was thinking about baby. I need to make
the house safe." Then go around the house with your manly tool belt and machines that buzz, whirr
and clunk and fix it all in BEFORE SHE ASKS YOU TO DO IT.
If she asks you first, it's a beta display "Yes honey, I know we should do that. Let me get right on
your great idea". Do it YOURSELF, unasked, without telling her what your up to, using manly tools.
Now it's an oak move A+,B+. You're one step closer to being Mr Super Badass Motherfucker, ruler
of all domains.
Suggestion 3
Get out in front on the baby knowledge. She's probably read about 15 books on the subject of
pregnancy/babies. If you're like me you might have read one and flicked through some others.
Be pro-active. There is a great book out there. The baby owners manual
Written for guys. The hook is that it's written like a car manual. Treats the baby like "So, your baby
unit is malfunctioning. Trouble-shooting a malfunctioning baby: Step 1: Is baby making a high
pitched sound ? If so, might be in "crying" mode. Try.....X, Y, Z. If this does not fix go to step 2."
It's a laugh. Also loads of great info. Point is...Be pro-active...Order it yourself...Let her see you
reading your OWN "man books" about babies, not just leafing through her girl books. Get a book on
"How Daddy's should Discipline Children", let her see you reading your man book on man parenting.
Reading HER pregnancy/baby books is a beta display. Reading YOUR manly man baby books is an
"oak move". "Look honey, I'm taking charge. I'm owning my own shit. I'm also thinking about the
baby. But I'm doing it the man way. Your frilly, pink, fluffy books just don't sit right with me. Doing
it with the manly stuff". Turn the beta move of reading her books into an oak move of pro-active
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manliness.
Suggestion 4
Just go out and book yourself a first aid and baby CPR course FFS. In the UK they're free, even in the
US they're cheap and you'll never know when you need it.
Book it without telling her, say "I gotta go out Saturday"..."Why ?"..."I booked baby CPR/First Aid. I
think it's important a daddy can protect his kids"...Trust me dude, she'll fall all over herself to get on
the course too.
Her panties might be a bit wet after as well.
Suggestion 5
Start talking about how you want the kids raised. Alpha stuff. "Hey hun, I been thinking. We gotta be
tight on this discipline shit. I want to raise them right. We should set some rules for their behaviour, I
was thinking..."
Again, pro-active. Alpha. Captaining stuff. Take the lead. "I'm the alpha, that means I enforce the
rules/discipline around here. I'm aware of my responsibility. I am pro-actively working on it like a
man".
Alpha from your approach, dominance, pro-activeness Alpha+.
Beta from safety, thinking of baby, thinking of her Beta+.
Suggestion 6
Offer to take the big bad disciplinarian stuff off her hands.
Women hate a certain situation (or at least my wife does). They feel that as they deal with the kids all
day they have to be the "tough parent". They're the ones always saying no. They're the ones always
saying "STOP. Thats bad. Mummy doesn't like that. You are not allowed to do that".
Then you breeze in from work... you've probably only got a very short time between you getting in
and bedtime...and (of course) in that time you are "Happy fun daddy that plays with the kids and
makes them giggle and squeal". Mommy DOES like that. But Mommy ALSO feels bad that you get
to do that whilst she has to be the "stern one" so much of the time.
So... Offer to take some of the stern stuff on, to give her a break...
In our house this worked out that I said to the wife "What rules are you trying to enforce with the kids
?" She gave me 4-5 things. I said, cool. We'll make 3 of those the kids rules for "being a good
boy/girl".
Our rules are/were (they've recently changed)
1) Do what mummy says
2) Eat your dinner quickly
3) Always go to the potty on time
Now, when I get home, I breeze in as Mr Happy-Fun Daddy.... But the FIRST thing I say is...
TGP: "Who's been a good girls and good boys today ?"
The kids rush up.
Kids: "Me, daddy, Me"
TGP: Did you do what mummy said ?
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Kids: Yes Daddy yes.
TGP: Did she mommy ?
MrsTGP: Yeah, she was good today.
TGP Did you eat your dinner quickly ?
Kids: Yes, Daddy.... and with my knife and fork
TGP: ~Glance at wife, she nods~
TGP: Did you go to the potty on time ?
Kids: Yes Daddy, yes.
TGP: ~Glance at wife, she nods~
TGP: Then you've all been good girls and boys. ~Then reward their behaviour. Drive 'em wild with
fun. Pick em up, throw them around. Give them piggy back rides around the living room. Pretend you
can't see them, even though they're in front of you. "Where is X ?", "I'm here daddy. here", "I can't
see X where is she ? Is she in the dining room ? No, she's not here", "I'm here, I'm here" etc. etc.
Just generally have a fucking ball roughhousing and playing for 15m. The kids LOVE it.
Now........ If they FAIL any of the rules.... Then they know daddy says. "Sorry, no roughhousing for
you today. You wern't a good girl/boy. But you're brother/sister WAS. Then the good boy/girl gets all
the roughhousing whilst the "bad" one gets to sit and watch all the fun and laughing their bro/sis are
getting.
They WILL cry.
At this point I go over and say...
TGP: Hey, I know you're sad. You can have a hug because I love you but I ain't playing with you,
you weren't a good boy/girl today." ~Give them a big hug, go back to playing with the other one in
front of them.~
Next day, whoever was the "bad" one is DESPERATE to get on your good side. He/she knows how
now as well.... Obey the rules set in the house by mummy/daddy.
Massive Alpha display. Setting and enforcing rules. AMOG'ing the family. Ruling the roost. Alpha+
Massive Beta display. Caring for the kids/family. Giving your wife some space to be the fun parent
too as you're taking discipline tasks off her hands. Letting her set the rules for the kids, if you want.
"Hey hun, we're working together here" stuff. Beta+
Oak Move.
Suggestion 7
Maybe you want to ignore all the discipline stuff above.
Don't care...... Rough house with your kids FFS. It's probably the most fun 15 minutes of my day,
everyday. They're squealing and laughing. I'm throwing them around. Up in the air. Onto the sofa.
Tickling them. Blowing raspberries on their belly. Shits fun yo.
Just by itself this is a massive oak move.
Alpha. AMOG'ing the kids/family. Being a bit rough and daddy like. Pushing safety boundaries your
wife would fear to push. Throw them really fucking high in the air. Throw them roughly onto the sofa
cushions.
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Beta. Caring for the kids. Providing a safe and secure home. Showing your love for your family out
in the open. Kissing their boo-boos better if they bash a body part against something.
This ain't even a move. This is extremely fun shit that I do just for that.. The fact it scores well as an
oak move is just, frankly, a bonus.
Some Do's and Don'ts
If you were always really beta. Or if "the old you" is still very fresh in everyones mind you gotta be
careful about the beta moves. It can bring back memories of the old you.
So...
Do Alpha up some of your old beta moves somehow (Here's your cup of tea. Now flash us your tits)
if you are going to use old beta behavious.
Do Seek out new beta moves. Ones you NEVER did before. They are still beta, and you still gotta be
careful, here be dragons BUT if they aren't things you used to do it may not remind her of the old
you. If you used to do lots of ironing, but never picked up the hoover... Then leave the ironing, pick
up the fucking hoover ! You'll probably get "new man" brownie points as she's thinking "I've been
waiting 15 years for him to pick up that fucking hoover.".
Do Show pro-activity. Get out ahead of her. Show her you're a man BEFORE she asks you to act like
one verbally.
Do Try to set a "we're a team and I'm going to be a great, pro-active, alpha dad" frame.
Don't Just be the old beta you as you know pregnant/small kids women need the beta.
Don't Let your wife take over all the "activeness" around the pregnancy/kids. Own your shit bro.
Don't Let your wife set the "I'm a special pregnant snowflake who's every whim must be catered to"
frame. Set a more positive team frame.
Don't EVER. EVER. EVER. EVER. Get stuck in making the omega daddy move "Something went
wrong with the kids, I panicked and was useless. The wife saved the day".
Something happened ? Take charge. See to everyones safety. Sweep in as the big protector of all.
Take charge of the situation and protect your family.
Do any work you need to do NOW to ensure that you are prepared for this moment, and to respond to
it like a proper Captain and not some greenhorn-red shirt-ensign.
You need to be Kirk, not fucking "Disposable Red Shirt #2 who got zapped 7 minutes into the
episode"
Hope this helps someone. More of my stuff here
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Discipline
0 upvotes | May 28, 2015 | by Hamfudge | Link | Reddit Link

Hey I dont have a kid myself, but i was just wondering what the stance is here about physical
discipline
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Anyone practice extreme/hardcore parenting?
0 upvotes | July 1, 2015 | by homeliss | Link | Reddit Link

Probably not the best description, but I'm interested in parents who enforce "extreme" and
"unreasonable" rules on their children.
Rules which go against what is "normal" for other families.
I don't have children, but I follow some personal rules very strictly, and wonder how I would handle
it with children. Keeping myself in line can be difficult in todays world, but children are even more
impressionable, and will be surrounded by kids who do the things you have banned, and believe they
are "normal" and "good" things.
Some of my personal rules are:

Only whole foods in the house.
No soft drinks/mcdonalds/ice creams ever. They are not treats.
No regular television. When I do use my tv, it's to watch a movie or show I've chosen.
No mindless consumption of latest/prettiest things.

Has anyone enforced these things, or similar rules in the way that they go against the "norm"?
How do you handle other parents who believe they are caring and "treating" your kid by putting them
in front of the tv with a big bowl of brightly coloured sugary sweets (or similar)?
What happens when your children are outside your control, such as a friends house, or daycare, or a
school trip?
And lastly, how did things turn out when your kids reached an age where they could argue well and
make their own decisions?
Just curious about it -- it's my biggest fear about having children, and I haven't seen people do this in
real life who I could model.
It can be difficult enough keeping an amused, calm and understanding frame when throwing away
junk that my girlfriend smuggled into the house :)
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You succeed as much with moral value than with action.
0 upvotes | March 4, 2018 | by noaydi | Link | Reddit Link

Stop blablating : your action is the contrary of what you will project. No matter what, you will fail
when it come to human management. At best, you will be successfull becoming a parenter robot, but
your child will want to become a human. Good trade, I admit.
Close reddit now
Redpill is you admiting you are at only one side of the coin (because of idiot trend). Child want
complete parent.
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I’m curious about Chicago Escorts? Who should I date?
0 upvotes | December 5, 2018 | by RyanBellomy | Link | Reddit Link

I want date with Chicago Escorts. Can anyone suggest me the best.
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I’m in love with a RP man
0 upvotes | October 14, 2018 | by tucute63 | Link | Reddit Link

He wants to have a child with me and his ex gf at the same time. I’m having a hard time wrapping my
head around this idea. What do RP parents think???
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Soon-to-be-parent----how hard and how often to beat?
0 upvotes | May 10, 2016 | by Fidesphilio | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Red Pill Parenting in Action
0 upvotes | March 4, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Once upon a time there was a girl named Lily. Lily was 7 and wanted, more than anything in the
world, to become a serial killer. But Lily's mum and dad did not want her to become a killer, so they
stripped off her clothes, dragged her to the bathroom, called her three brothers to the bathroom, and
told them that "this is what happens to naughty little girls" as they held her head under water mixed
with ammonia and other vile substances. The boys remained emotionless, and Lily's father demanded
that they laugh at her. They should ridicule her nudity and the silly pathetic way she gasps for air.
Then Lily's mum slammed Lily's head against the side of the bathtub as hard as she could and kept
doing it. Everyone looked on as the water stained red with Lily's filthy blood. And then she stopped,
and they all walked away leaving Lily on the bathroom floor.
But mum was scared that Lily might die, god forbid. So she wrapped Lily in plastic to prevent her
blood from staining the carpet, and left her in her room for seven days and seven nights.

Seven years later, Lily was 14. Lily's daddy decides that Lily is too pretty -- too pretty with her cat-
like eyes.
Pretty girls are dirty girls. Pretty girls are filthy. So while Lily was sleeping, he took a knife and
carved a line from her right eye to the left corner of her cheek and a line straight down her left eye.
He carved so hard that he had cut through her eye. As she screamed, he smiled relieved that his little
girl will never be the object of some man's lust.
Lily's mum recalls the most horrid day of her life - the day Lily bled for the first time. She had done
her best to starve Lily. She heard that girls who starved do not bleed. Furious, she swore to make her
regret it. She called her husband into Lily's room, and he held her legs open while she impaled Lily
with the knife.

Lilly's mum and dad were really angry with Lily. Lily wore a skirt that was two entire inches above
her ankles. So Lily's dad said, "You slut! You're a bitch now? You can go eat like one too." So they
might her eat garbarge on all fours in the corner of the kitchen. Nauseated by the smell, Lily vomited
all over the floor. Furious, Lily's dad ordered her to "clean it up". And when Lily got up to get paper
towels, he kicked grabbed her by her hair and pushed her as hard as he could at the kitchen cabinets.
The doors of the cabinet splintered, and it made him even more angry. He said to her, "clean this up
with your mouth. Eat every drop of vomit, or I'll cut off your fingers."
He left the kitchen for four hours and returned to see Lily crying. He was angry, so he took a
butcher's knife from the drawers, held Lily's hand to the cutting board, and brought down the knife as
hard as he could. And four of Lily's fingers came off in a swipe. Lily screamed in agony, and he
ordered, "Eat it. Cook it and eat it. Or I'll kill you."

So one day. Lily decides that she has had enough. For fuck's sake, she's a killer. And killers take
action.
So Lily cuts the blades out of a razor with a nailclipper, and she looks into the mirror. She hated her
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appearance - her one-eyed, gaunt, and slightly yellow skin fueled her hatred. She was a freak, and she
knew it. She presses the blades into the tendon at her wrist. A little bit more pressure, a little bit more
force. Cut it already. And she couldn't. She moves the blade to her upper forearm. And she swipes her
hand down as fast as she could. At first nothing happened. The blade just left a pale crooked slit
down her forearm. Then all of a sudden the slit turns a flowery red. Bright like the first of spring - a
lovely red.
So Lily sits down on the bathroom floor, and stares at the cracks in the wallpaper and tries to turn
them into words and pictures. A stick figure, a tree, the ocean.
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Authoritative to kids that are not yours
0 upvotes | September 30, 2014 | by DeputyDelicious | Link | Reddit Link

Ok so I recently started reading the main red pill subreddit and found a lot of interesting stuff.
Something that I really want to know your opinions on are what to do with children that have been
placed in your care.
I volunteer at a local church to take care of children during church services. I like the job because I
get to play a lot with the kids however I have to sometimes discipline them. This is extremely
difficult because I often get punished for punishing them in the context. Although they have given me
more leeway lately because these kids are really starting to get ignorant and deliberately disobey me
to the point where I have to get someone higher up in the church to come in. I hate doing that because
it makes me feel like I'm a complete failure. Any advice would be appreciated. Also anything other
than loving soft words are basically looked down on.
They want you to try and lead the child to the conclusion that being bad is ultimately ridiculous,
which doesn't work all the time if the kid doesn't care at all.
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Schools, ADHD, and the suppression of male instinct in our
boys.
0 upvotes | June 4, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

Your son most likely does not have ADHD, this misdiagnosis gets thrown around a lot these days to
the extent that 20% of boys are diagnosed by the time they are through high school.
From the article
http://www.esquire.com/features/drugging-of-the-american-boy-0414?utm_source=pocket&utm_med
ium=email&utm_campaign=pockethits
but what's happened is, particularly in schools where most of the teachers are women, there's been a
general girlification of elementary school, where any kind of disruptive behavior is sinful. What I call
the 'moral diagnosis' gets made: You're bad. Now go get a doctor and get on medication so you'll be
good. And that's a real perversion of what ought to happen. Most boys are naturally more restless
than most girls, and I would say that's good. But schools want these little goody-goodies who sit still
and do what they're told—these robots—and that's just not who boys are."
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My daughter won't give me the tree fiddy
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by Griffin777XD | Link | Reddit Link
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Just wanted to say hi, and thanks for creating this sub!
Introductions?
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 28, 3 years divorced, with a 5 and 7 yr old daughters. I was raised in a very conservative
household, and became extremely liberal in college, and ended up having very weird ideas about how
relationships worked. Swallowed the red pill a few years ago, and have been reforming my own ideas
about this stuff, partially for me, and partially so I can raise my kids with real knowledge. So this sub
is going to be a new home for me.
Thanks in advance for the resources I'll be finding through here. Can I hear more of your stories?
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My daughter the little girl.
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

My first child was a girl and she is the love of my life. Since she was born there has never been a
single doubt that I would do everything I can for her. It has been great watching her grow up up these
last 4 almost 5 years. The best part though is watching her growing into a girl. My wife and I do have
very traditional views on gender roles in the marriage. We have updated them with the times and are
flexible to a degree. We still though are firm believers that men are men and women are women. We
understand the LGBT world and have no problem with it, just it is not a part of our daily lives.
Ever since she was a toddler she has been a girl. I teach her golf, we climb trees and do urban
exploration. She goes fishing with me, likes to pretend fight and is a very active child. Even with all
of those great daddy daughter activities she is still a girl at heart. She only likes to wear wedges and
heels, her mother wears neither btw, skirts and dresses are a must. She loves her barbies and to play
in her playhouse little family games. She loves to be called cute and wants to be a 'Lady' when she
grows up. Neither of us ever try to push anything on her she just chose early that she loves everything
about being a girl (except combing her long hair lol). It is a fundamental part of who we are it seems,
barring LGBT, girls are girls and boys are boys. It is in that vein that we are helping her as she grows.
It seems to many people are to caught up in the stupid game about gender and so on to really think
about children actually being children who are boys and girls. She is a child, a little girl, who is
growing into a woman one day. It is my job as a father to give her all the tools I can to help her when
she becomes a woman. I want her to have all the tools to fight and become the top of the pack, to be a
leader and to have someone just as powerful with her.
I feel that is the job of us as parents to teach redpill theory to our daughters as well. To make them a
few steps ahead of the other girls. The better they are at the game the better they will do in finding a
quality partner. You want your son to have someone worth them, not a mewling loser that is no more
than an ornament, same is true for your daughter as well. They need someone to be a driving force
with them not a speed bump under them.
Teach your sons and daughters redpill through actions and knowledge so they can have an edge in
life. After all do you want your child to marry a no account loser or someone who can fight the world
and take what they want?
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Is "red pill parenting" fair to children?
0 upvotes | June 3, 2014 | by tricksyandfalse | Link | Reddit Link
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MGTOW | REDPILL | HUMAN SCIENCES | PHILOSOPHY
0 upvotes | August 29, 2019 | by AnswerTRP | Link | Reddit Link

https://discord.gg/ZkqH9jx
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Not Means Not Unless She Likes You.
0 upvotes | September 25, 2020 | by satorivalencia | Link | Reddit Link

One of the main reasons why most men struggle understanding women is because females tend to
communicate differently. Women use sub-communication while men often use over-communication.
When you approach a girl in the streets or in a bar she will rarely directly tell you that she is
interested. You will have to read her body language, face expressions and voice tonality in order to
know how she really feels about you.
When you express your interest on a girl and she declines your offers, makes an excuse or directly
tell you the word 'Not' those negative responses often means that she is not really into you and you
should probably move on but sometimes she will show IOIs (indicators of interest) during the
interation and still decline your advances.
If a girl rejects you while showing IOIs and sud-consciously displaying signs of attraction you should
be more persistent in the interaction and try a bit harder to convince her. Sometimes women dismiss
your advances not because they aren't attracted to you but because they don't feel qualified enough
for them to feel safe expressing what they truly feel about you. And sometimes they want to let you
know that they are not an easy catch in order to make you realize that they are not promiscous and
make you feel safe in pursuing a long term relationship with her.
Watch this video blog for more details about the topic:
https://youtu.be/o1fdHkrpX2M
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Help me teach my child to piss and shit all over
0 upvotes | January 14, 2020 | by Princess-Rufflebutt | Link | Reddit Link

I have a kid and our household is free toilet. That is we can toilet in every single room in the house.
My child has started school recently and is now refusing to piss and shit and fart whenever he wants.
I tried duct taping the toilet shut but he would just hold it in and pry off the tape to go to the toilet.
I won't stand for this. How to I teach my child good values? I just want him to piss and shit and fart
everywhere in the house. I tried to serve him my delicious poop brownies but then he vomited. At
least he didn't do it in the toilet tho
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How can I help my a daughter use her poop power properly
0 upvotes | January 19, 2020 | by Princess-Rufflebutt | Link | Reddit Link

My daughter is reaching an age where she can pee and fart so much that everyone wants a taste of her
stinky poopoo peepee
She is free toilet like the rest of us but every time she poops some boys climb out and start eating her
poop.
How do I get the boys to stop stealing my daughter's brown gold
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Mmmm so stinky yum
0 upvotes | January 19, 2020 | by Princess-Rufflebutt | Link | Reddit Link

My poo poo is extra stinky today I wanna use it to make a poop fart cake
Yummy yummy uh oh stinky pooo
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I got fired from my job for farting and shitting how will I care
for my kids
0 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | by Princess-Rufflebutt | Link | Reddit Link

People don't respect my free toilet ideology and they would rather persecute me for my beliefs.
My beliefs come from tradition, since before toilets there were chamber pots and before chamber pots
everyone would shit and piss wherever they please.
I'm just trying to raise a family with good, traditional values. Is that so wrong?
I was at work helping a client when of course the urge hit me so I pulled down my pants to shit on the
floor. The client was disgusted and left. When the boss found out her was furious and he said since
this was the fourth time I've shit in front of a client that I should pack my desk and leave.
Now my children will starve. My beliefs should have protection
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Conor McGregors Secret Weapon
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Sexual Harassment Or Flirting (know The Difference)
0 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by satorivalencia | Link | Reddit Link

One of the main reasons why approaching or interacting with women can be very dangerous is
because there is a possibility of being accused of sexual harrassment if the woman we are interacting
with consider our actions as inappropriate.
Many men are afraid to approach or interact with women because they are afraid of being label as
sexual predators or going to jail over false accusations. If you want to avoid that problem and prevent
sexual harrassment accusations you need to learn how to read face expressions, body language and
voice tonality in order to determine if the woman that you are approaching or interacting with is
sexually attracted to yiu or interested in romance.
Reading indicators of interest (IOI) is the key to avoid sexual harrassment complaints or
misunderstanding with the women you are trying to seduce
Watch This Infield Pick-Up Video Of Me Grabbing The TITS Of A Random Woman That Just Met
In The Streets:
https://youtu.be/TNq6IHeCWMQ
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Homeless Man Sleeps With Girl With A Boyfriend.
0 upvotes | September 29, 2020 | by satorivalencia | Link | Reddit Link

Even a homeless man is more sexually attractive than a weak and effeminated male.
Weak men are a big turn off for women because women are naturally attracted to survival values and
fitness indicators in men. If a man cannot display or demonstrate his ability to survive or his
masculine traits women will find him sexually unappealing.
Sometimes women cheat on their partners because they are not sexually satisfied. One of the main
reason for a dead bedroom in a relationship is due to the lack of masculine energy.
Watch this video testimonial of a homeless man who slept with a girl that had a beta boyfriend.
https://youtu.be/Q_yPXM4LaFI
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Battle of the Sexes - Are Women Truly Smarter than Men?
0 upvotes | March 6, 2020 | by thevalentineyear | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/_oO3dqBeNuM
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Why Are Men Going MGTOW In 2021 | MUST WATCH!!
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The Orange Pill
0 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by Charming_Profit3391 | Link | Reddit Link

If you're ready for a new and sweetened alternative to the Red Pill then this is for you.
The community has become hopelessly toxic and disempowering with no real solutions other than
coping with "female nature".
That is why I created the Orange Pill.
This is for the Ex Red pilled and Purple Pilled men out there who are ready to attract their ideal
partner for an authentic and healthy relationship.
No more games, no more hypergamy and no more plate spinning with girls you couldn't care less
about.
Mind you, this is not personal development.
This is about freeing your mind and life entirely from the blue and red pill with hard wired change
through the power of the subconscious mind.
This is what the original red pill should have always been.
And yet, some of you are still plugged in.
Allow me to plug you in and reprogram you with the Orange Pill by following me on Instagram.
Stay tuned for daily Orange Pill content @orangepillofficial
Keep in touch.
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What It Actually Means When A Woman HITS THE WALL!
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How to avoid child support?
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Why You Should Go MGTOW
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this sickens me about modern women
0 upvotes | July 16, 2021 | by tbhwithyall | Link | Reddit Link

it really sickens me how women can leave there kids dads n sleep with another man n fall in love
with somone else right infront of there newborn babys not concerned they destroyed there security or
sense of identity or genetic biological importance ...it sucks because some people really value
traditional family and signed up for a real structured family and got our comfort zone and everything
we lived for shattered by pathological liars who do not value traditional families they way they
pretended to which completely destroys everything you believe and are comfortable with if i wanted
my child to be raised by another man i would have just been a semen donor it disgusts me how
blended families are the new norm our country is falling apart by destroying a traditional family and
marriage now being frowned upon.... lust and social media destroyed these poor kids sence if security
... they dont want to tag along with five brothers and sisters from different dads watching there moms
fall in love with a new guy who dont appreciate the kids cuz there not his own these women only care
fir themselves not there children at all ... yes some guys are the problem alot of yall just split when
child a toddler with no marriage counseling nothing to show effort in fixing anything just cuz you
still wanted single life well you should t have had families you ruin your children and spouses lives
with your self centered uncertain reckless decisions of instant gratification chasing attention instead if
being the moms you all pretend to be in your social media pics .... todays society and our judicial
system disgusts me letting this crack as well as promoting toxic immature lifestyles through
mainstream media to continue this empty hopeless cycle of no real security for family units to thrive
in this untrustworthy self seeking modern world we are all stuck in.
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Why Women Like Assholes, It's Not What You Think!!
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Why Women Like Assholes, It's Not What You Think!!
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I feel so sorry for ur kids. They have to watch u tip their fedora
at them and complain about how ur such a nice guy
0 upvotes | July 31, 2021 | by NissaTheThrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
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Why Does A Man Become Cold Towards Women
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Why Women DON'T WANT A GOOD MAN In 2021!!!
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A big question
0 upvotes | October 2, 2021 | by ewoo9 | Link | Reddit Link

Where can i buy that red pill? and how can i give it to kids? do i just crush it in the water and give it
to random kids?
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how to unteach my kids gun safety
0 upvotes | October 17, 2021 | by IHaveSeenTheVoid | Link | Reddit Link

gun safety is for cowards who cant handle the real world. kids need to learn through real practice
nowadays. I have a 14 yearold and she needs to know how to shoot correctly. Please let me know
your opinions
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Feline Filipinas P2: A Sexpat's Guide to South East Asia
0 upvotes | November 26, 2021 | by Few-Cartoonist9748 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjAeaonJ38I
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjpJarHkSHI
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Women are attracted to men that they perceive or have been
raised to think are bad. It makes them feel like they are
sleeping with Satan
0 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | by Former-Form-8878 | Link | Reddit Link

Women go for the bad boys and by women I’m really only talking about the crazy ones whichever
percentage of women that may be. But what I mean is that women go for the men that they perceive
to be evil or wild or opposite of them. Like for example my mom is only attracted to foreign guys
because she perceives them to be the opposite of her and to be evil or something because my mom is
racist against them. So to her it’s kind of like a wild ride into hell. I guess that’s why some girls have
a type of men that they only date because they perceive them to be crazy or opposite exotic or evil.
Which is probably why interracial dating is such a big thing now. People like this never think about
the consequences of their actions or want to build a healthy happy family or life. They always wanna
claim that men always think with their penis. But these type of women think solely with just their
vagina. I would like to give a shout-out to all the women and men that aren’t like this and just want to
have common sense and live a drama free life.
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If you could, would you choose to never have a daughter?
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